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ABSTRACT
The need for changing the control objective during the process has been reported
in many systems in manufacturing, robotics, etc. However, not many works have been
devoted to systematically investigating the proper strategies for these types of problems.
In this dissertation, two approaches to such problems have been suggested for fast
varying systems. The first approach, addresses problems where some of the objectives are
statically related to the states of the systems. Hierarchical Optimal Control was proposed
to simplify the nonlinearity caused by adding the statically related objectives into control
problem. The proposed method was implemented for contour-position control of motion
systems as well as force-position control of end milling processes. It was shown for a
motion control system, when contour tracking is important, the controller can reduce the
contour error even when the axial control signals are saturating. Also, for end milling
processes it was shown that during machining sharp edges where, excessive cutting
forces can cause tool breakage, by using the proposed controller, force can be bounded
without sacrificing the position tracking performance. The second approach that was
proposed (Hierarchical Model Predictive Control), addressed the problems where all the
objectives are dynamically related. In this method neural network approximation methods
were used to convert a nonlinear optimization problem into an explicit form which is
feasible for real time implementation. This method was implemented for force-velocity
control of ram based freeform extrusion fabrication of ceramics. Excellent extrusion
results were achieved with the proposed method showing excellent performance for
different changes in control objective during the process.
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SECTION
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. HIERARCHICAL CONTROL
The need for variations in the control objective during the process has many
examples in manufacturing and robotics [1-4]. For example, when drilling a through hole
in a part, it has been shown [3] that at the beginning and end of the process, in order to
reduce the burr formation at the two openings of the drilled hole, it is desired to control
the tools feed rate while in the middle, in order to reduce tool wear and prevent tool
failure it is desired to control the normal drilling force. In cases like the one mentioned,
there is a need to systematically switch the control structure emphasis during the process
(in this case, between force tracking and velocity tracking). In other areas like robotics,
such examples have been reported in the literature many times. For example, Takahashi
et al. [5], introduced a robust force and position control method for grasping of unknown
objects by a multi fingered robotic hand. The method proposed by Takahashi et al. was
capable of switching between the force control and position control according to the
amount of the external force. In manufacturing, Ulsoy and Koren [6] investigated the
literature in machining control at three levels (i.e., servo, process, and supervisory), and
suggested the need for incorporating all three levels in the control structure. One of the
methods for addressing this problem is the use of a hierarchical control structure where a
supervisory level is responsible for monitoring the status of the system and deciding
which control strategy should be adopted in the lower levels. In the lower levels normally
a flexible controller method is incorporated that can place emphasis on different
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objectives as commanded by the supervisory level [3, 4, 7]. For example, Landers and
Balakrishnan [8], proposed a hierarchical optimal control structure to control the motion
of a two–axis bi-linear system. In another work by Tang et al. [9], the same hierarchical
optimal control methodology was expanded to simultaneously regulate machining force,
and servomechanism position errors in a milling process. However in these works the
effect of control objective variation was not analyzed and no strategy was considered for
uncertainties and disturbances in the process dynamics. In this research three different
applications of using hierarchical control structure is investigated and different strategies
are suggested for simplification of the control structure as well as dealing with different
uncertainties and disturbances in the process.
1.2. HIERARCHICAL CONTROL COMPLEX MOTION SYSTEMS
In the first paper, the problem of tracking complex contours is considered which
involves compensation of the axial error versus the contour error (i.e., the shortest
distance from the actual point to the contour). Normally in the literature, contour error
compensation is addressed through the Cross Coupling Control concept and its variations
[10-13]. However, Cross Coupling Control does not provide a flexible platform to vary
the emphasis between axial error and contour error which is needed for cases where
variable objective is desired. Also a lot of other techniques that use the concept of Cross
Coupling Control but with more advanced algorithms lack this feature. For example Chu
et al. proposed a two section control signal; a Proportional controller to compensate the
axial error and an optimal control signal with the quadratic difference between the
positions of two parallel axes used as the cost, to account for asynchronicity [14].
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Kulkarni et al. also, used the same control structure to reduce the axial error while
compensating the contour error [15]. In these works, there is no flexible platform to vary
the emphasis from axial error compared to synchronicity error. Also none of these works
have provided a systematic way for introducing different objectives as the synchronizing
strategy.
Landers and Balakrishnan [8], combined contour and servomechanism control,
using hierarchical optimal control techniques, for a two–axis motion control system. In
another work by Tang et al. [9], a hierarchical optimal control methodology was
introduced that simultaneously regulated machining force processes, contour error, and
servomechanism position errors. In these works an error–space based method proposed
by Franklin and Powell [16] was utilized and applied via simulation studies. In the first
paper a similar hierarchical structure as [8] was introduced in which the process level was
divided into two levels of operation. In the higher level the contour error was considered
and using a propagation relationship with the lower level was propagated to the lower
level where the servo dynamics of two axes were considered. This formulation created a
flexible controller in the process level which was able to vary the emphasis of the control
from axial error compensation to contour error compensation. It was shown that at some
points during a tracking task it was beneficial to place more emphasis on contour error.
1.3. HIERARCHICAL FORCE–POSITION CONTROL OF END MILLING
PROCESSES
In the second paper, the problem of contour tracking while machining a part in
end milling processes was considered. The objective of this work was to bind the normal
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cutting force during an end milling process under a desired value without sacrificing the
tracking performance of the system.
Controlling force and position in an actuator is a well-developed research area in
robotics. Siciliano et al. have published a survey on force/position control techniques
[17]. The force/position control techniques can be divided into two groups; Open loop
methods and closed loop methods [17]. In open loop techniques the system is controlled
by developing a relationship between force and position [18]. In this category Impedance
control (i.e., regulating the mechanical impedance of the robot end-effector) is the main
path of research [19]. Examples of these works are optimal adaptive impedance
force/position control for robotic manipulators [20], and impedance force control for a
surgical bone milling device [21].
In the closed loop force (also called hybrid force/position control) category force
and position are independently controlled [18, 19, 22]. Typically, the works in this area
can be divided into explicit or parallel and implicit methods. Explicit closed loop force
control methods involve modifying the control signal directly by the force tracking error.
The example of this group are explicit position/force control for parallel robots using
computed torque method based on end effector position and force measurements[22],
online learning neural networks technique for hybrid position/force control of flexible
actuators using visual information and force measurements [23], and manipulators
control using a neuro-adaptive controller in compliant contact with a surface under nonparametric uncertainties [24]. Implicit hybrid force/position control methods comprise
two control loops; an inner position control loop and an outer control loop that is
responsible for modifying the reference to the inner loop in order to regulate the force
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error and position error simultaneously [25]. Examples of this group are controlling a
anthropomorphic hand using cascaded implicit force/position control [22], tracking an
object of unknown shape using iterative-learning implicit force/position control [26],
impulsive hybrid force/position control[18], adaptive implicit force/position control
based on Least Square methods [27].
Although there is large number of literature devoted to force/position control, few
studies have focused on the integration of machining force and position control in
manufacturing. Also the as mentioned before, sometimes in manufacturing there is a need
for an algorithm that provides the ability to switch emphasis between force and position
control which requires a more flexible control structure. Ulsoy and Koren [6], suggested
the need for a hierarchical control structure for controlling the machining systems. A
hierarchical optimal control methodology was developed by Tang et al. [9] in order to
incorporate machining force, contour, and position control in a lathing process
simultaneously. However no considerations for model uncertainties and the noise
inherent in the physical system were considered in the method proposed by Tang et al.
[9]. In the second paper of this dissertation a control hierarchy based on a work by Tang
et al. [9] was introduced to create a flexible framework for controlling force and position
in end milling processes while also accounting for system uncertainties and inherent
measurement noises. Like the first paper, here, the process level consisted of two levels
where in the higher level the force tracking problem was considered and in the lower
level the position tracking was considered. A relationship between the normal cutting
force error and the axial errors was developed to aggregate the higher level objective to
the lower level in the form of a linear optimal control problem.
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1.4. HIERARCHICAL OF EXTRUSION FABRICATION PROCESSES
In the third paper, control of ram based extrusion for ceramics was considered.
Using ceramic parts has gained a tremendous interest in industries such as automotive,
energy, biomedical, etc. However because of their hardness machining ceramics is
difficult [28] also, it is known that using molds for small scale production are expensive
[29]. Therefore, for small scale production of ceramic parts, Additive Manufacturing
processes have emerged as a potential solution. Extrusion Freeforming which is building
a 3D part by deposition of pastes in a layer-by-layer fashion, is one of the main methods
of Additive Manufacturing for ceramics [30]. Freeze-form Extrusion Fabrication (FEF)
[31] is a Extrusion Freeforming in which a water based ceramic paste is loaded inside a
reservoir and is pushed into a nozzle using a ram and plunger system that are driven by a
linear motion system. The flow of the paste coming out of the nozzle is normally
controlled by either controlling the velocity of the ram [32, 33] or by controlling the paste
pressure (or the force that ram applies to the plunger) [34, 35]. One of the advantages of
FEF method compared to other Extrusion Freeforming methods is that in FEF pastes are
water based and very low amounts of organic binders are needed for paste preparation
compared to other methods, which saves a lot of time in the binder burn out stage and is
more environmentally friendly [36, 37]. However, normally the pastes used in FEF have
complex rheologies and because of the preparation stages involved different amounts of
air can be mixed with the paste which leads to uncertainties in the linear relationship
between ram velocity and paste flow [38]. According to previous studies [38], only when
paste is flowing out of the nozzle and the extrusion force is at a steady state value, the
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ram velocity can be considered linearly related to the paste flow rate. As a result ram
velocity control techniques alone, are not reliable for controlling the paste flow in FEF
systems. Therefore, the different works have focused on controlling the paste flow by
controlling the pressure of the paste [39]. However in force control techniques, since
paste flow cannot be systematically related to the extrusion force, the table feed rate
should be found by try and error and as a result the thickness of the extruded line might
not be consistent when paste type is changed. As mentioned before, with constant
velocity methods in steady state, the paste flow is related to the ram velocity by

Vn 

rpVr
rn

where Vr is the ram velocity, rn is the radius of the nozzle, rp is the radius of

the plunger, and Vn is the nozzle velocity. Therefore a table feed rate can be calculated in
order to deposit lines with a desired thickness regardless extrusion force which is a
function of the paste type and nozzle dimension. Deuser et al. [40], introduced a hybrid
force-velocity control method where at the start and stop extrusion and air bubble release,
force control was engaged and during the steady state stage, velocity control was active.
In this work, this problem was addressed through a hierarchical control structure. In the
process level a Model Predictive Controller was designed that would allow variable
control objectives (i.e., force tracking or velocity tracking). In the supervisory level, an
algorithm was developed for detecting the system status and changing the objective of the
controller.
Here is a chronological list of papers I have published (as an author and coauthor)
in journals and conferences during my Ph.D. studies;
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PAPER
I. Hierarchical optimal contour control of motion systems

ABSTRACT

Many motion control applications utilize multiple axes to traverse complex
trajectories. The hierarchical contour control methodology proposed in this paper treats
each axis as an individual subsystem and combines the Internal Model Principle with
robust tracking and optimal hierarchical control techniques to track a desired trajectory.
In this method the objectives are divided into two levels. Measurable goals of each
subsystem are included in the bottom level and unmeasurable goals, which are estimated
using the bottom level states, are considered in the top level where the subsystems are
synchronized. The proposed methodology reduces system complexity while greatly
improving tracking performance. The tracking error for each axis is considered in the
bottom level where the Internal Model Principle is used to compensate for unmodeled
nonlinear friction and slowly varying uncertainties. The top level goal (i.e., zero contour
error) is propagated to the lower level by an aggregation relationship between contour
error and physical linear axis variables. A controller is designed at the bottom level which
simultaneously satisfies the bottom level goals (i.e., individual axis tracking) and the top
level goal. Experimental results implemented on a table top CNC machine for diamond
and freeform contours illustrate the performance of the proposed methodology. While
this methodology was implemented for a two–axis motion system, it can be extended to
any motion system containing more than two axes.
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1. Introduction

Accurate trajectory control is a fundamental requirement in most motion control
applications (e.g., robotics, manufacturing). For many contours multiple axes must be
utilized simultaneously. When the independent controllers for each axis are utilized, any
differences in the performance of one axis caused by disturbances, variation in
parameters, etc., in addition to tracking errors, may cause the axes to become
unsynchronized. This unsynchronized motion produces contour error, which is defined as
the closest distance between the current location and the desired path of the motion
system. To compensate for axis and contour errors, two different approaches,
respectively, have been adopted: tracking control and contour control. In tracking control,
feedback control of individual axes was first utilized; however, since the reference is
usually known, feed forward methods emerged to improve tracking performance. As
examples, a velocity feed–forward loop was used in [1] and Zero Phase Error Tracking
Control (ZPETC) was proposed in [2]. In addition to the drawbacks of these techniques
(e.g., producing high frequency components in the control signal and sensitivity to
disturbances and variations in parameters) they do not guarantee reduction of contour
error, even though they improve single axis tracking. The literature in this area typically
considers cases where no physical coupling exists between the axes. To regulate the
synchronization error, a virtual coupling between the axes has been introduced using
different methods [1, 3]. The first such technique was Cross Coupling Control (CCC)
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proposed by Koren [4]. In CCC methods the contour error is calculated online and a
modification to the control law or the reference signal is generated accordingly. Other
methods have introduced virtual coupling using different approaches such as adaptive
coupling control [5], fuzzy logic [6], neural network techniques [7], etc.
Studies in CCC can be divided in two groups by the strategy they adopt: pre–
compensation and control signal manipulation. Several research studies utilized the idea
of pre–compensation, which is regulating the contour error by manipulating the axis
reference signals. Freng et al. [8] used CCC to minimize the orientation error of a
differential–drive mobile robot by sending wheel speed correction signals. Chin et al. [9]
proposed a Cross–Coupled Pre–compensation Method (CCPM) to improve accuracy and
eliminate steady–state errors. Lee et al. [10] implemented real–time contour error
compensation that calculated the contour error and modified the reference position
commands. In another work Shih et al. [11] combined CCC with a multiple–loop
cascaded control design method. Chin et al. [12] improved the performance of the CCPM
by integrating it with a fuzzy logic algorithm. Cheng et al. [13] incorporated position
feedback, velocity feedforward, a fuzzy regulator, and a CCC equipped with a real–time
contour error estimator. Su et al. [14] combined position error pre–compensation, a
modified CCC, and a fuzzy–logic based feedrate regulator. In the work by Altinas and
Khoshdarregi [15] a vibration avoidance and contouring error compensation algorithm
was proposed. In this work a pre–compensation component was generated from the axis
closed–loop transfer functions. In order to improve the contour accuracy, input shaping
filters were implemented on the generated reference positions for vibration avoidance.
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Other research studies in CCC used the idea of directly manipulating the control
signal of each axis. Part of the literature in this area used neural networks structure to
improve robustness (e.g., [16]). Other studies have combined various control methods
with CCC. Chiu et al. [17] introduced a coupling effect to each axis into a multi–axis
system by the proper choice of a Lyapunov–like function. Ho et al. [18] proposed a path
following controller with decoupled tangential and normal control. Yeh et al. [19]
combined feedback proportional control and feedforward ZPETC control. A contour
error transfer function was then derived to design the integrated controller. In another
study Chiu et al. [20] proposed a method based on a moving coordinate frame attached to
the desired contour. Chen et al. [21] used an integral sliding mode controller based on
polar coordinates. In [22] a contouring error vector was estimated to efficiently determine
the variable gains for CCC. A linear CCC was proposed in [23] to improve tracking
accuracy at high speeds. In another study by Koren et al. [24], a proportional controller,
cross coupling controller, and ZPETC were compared and the effect of their combination
in a cross coupling formulation was analyzed. McNab et al., [25] formulated the contour
tracking problem as a receding horizon linear quadratic problem with variable state
weighting matrices. A stability proof was provided for linear reference trajectories. In a
recent work by Tang and Landers [25] a model predictive controller was used to
optimally synchronize the subsystems while a pre–compensation scheme was used to
improve system performance by varying the feederate according to the predicted contour
error. Ouyang et al. [26] proposed a PD contour controller in the position domain for a
multiaxis system. In their method the motion of the axes are described by a function
where one of the axes is considered to be the master axis. Guo et al. [27] combined
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quantitative feedback theory with CCC for coordinating hydraulic motors. In places
where friction or other unmodeled effects dominate the system response, fuzzy logic
controllers are more applicable than other methods [24]. For example, [28] introduced an
adaptive fuzzy controller for a 3 axis system with substantial nonlinear friction to ensure
stability robustness. However, these methods cannot explicitly account for parametric
uncertainties in the formulation. Lee et al. [30] proposed an adaptive method based on a
Lyapunov technique for contour control in which the motion system friction and inertia
were estimated on line. This method showed an improvement over PD controllers and
CCC.
In most of the literature contour control has been investigated for two–
dimensional applications. However, for many industrial applications precise motion is
required for motion systems with more than two dimensions. Uchiyama et al. [31]
suggested a contour controller for three–dimensional machining applications using a
coordinate transformation based method. In another application for five axis machine
tools, Sencer et al. [32] defined two types of contouring errors based on the normal
deviation of the tool tip from the reference path, and the normal deviation of the tool axis
orientation from the reference orientation using spherical coordinates.
Generally, in the studies concerning CCC, there is little attention paid to the
flexibility of the control structure with respect to the process effects. For example, in case
of a machining process, at some instances precise regulation of the contour error might
lead to high control actions and hence higher machining forces which, in turn, might
cause tool breakage. Optimal control techniques are usually incorporated in cross
coupling control structure to address these issues. For example, [29] used a weighted
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quadratic difference between each of the axes in the cost function of an optimal control
formulation to account for the asynchronicity of the axes. Also, in [30] two different
combinations of contour error and control signals in the cost function were investigated.
In these works, to ensure a zero tracking steady state error in straight lines a Proportional
controller was used for each axis which might result in oscillations in presence of
measurement noises. Also in these studies no flexibility is available between the
synchronicity control signal and tracking control signal. Therefore the net control signal
that is sent to the motors is not guaranteed to be optimum. Some studies have considered
a combination of control signal, tracking error, and synchronicity error in centralized
optimal control formulation to overcome these issues. In [1] and [3] the asynchronicity
problem of multiple axes has been address by a centralized optimal controller with a cost
function consisting of a combination of tracking error, synchronicity error and, control
signal. However model uncertainties and robustness to noise were not considered. None
of these works have proposed a systematic way for introducing different objectives as the
synchronizing strategy. For example, when machining a slot along a single axis, position
control is very important a the beginning and end of the slot, while force control in the
middle would be desirable to maximize operation productivity. As a result, there is a need
for a systematic method to switch emphasis between axis tracking and machining process
control. The need was first realized by Ulsoy and Koren [31] who investigated the
literature in machining control at three levels (i.e., servo, process, and supervisory), and
suggested the need of hierarchical methods to incorporate all three levels.
In Landers and Balakrishnan [32], contour and servomechanism control were
combined, using hierarchical optimal control techniques, for a two–axis motion control
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system. In another work by Tang et al. [33], a hierarchical optimal control methodology
was introduced that simultaneously regulated machining force processes, contour error,
and servomechanism position errors. In these works an error–space based method
proposed by Franklin and Powell [34] was utilized and applied via simulation studies. In
this paper, a hierarchical optimal contour controller is developed using optimal and
feedforward control techniques and applied experimentally. A stability proof of the
proposed hierarchical controller is given in the Appendix.
First, a dynamic model of a mini CNC machine is presented. To achieve robust
tracking, the Internal Model Principle is utilized in the bottom level to compensate for
unmodeled friction and other slowly varying uncertainties. Using a hierarchical structure,
the contour error is propagated to the physical level through an aggregation relationship.
The top level goal (i.e., zero contour error) is defined and propagated to the lower level
by a linear aggregation relationship between contour error and the linear axis variables. A
linear optimal control problem is then introduced with a cost function that includes the
top and bottom level goals, as well as the control effort. Different experiments on a
tabletop CNC explore the performance of the proposed methodology. Also a thorough
investigation is provided on the effect of increasing or decreasing the importance of
contour error.

2. Hierarchical contour control methodology

The contour control methodology is now derived for two linear axes, denoted x
and y, of a table top CNC machine (Fig. 1). The methodology, however, is expandable to
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motion systems with more than two axes. Assuming the electrical dynamics are much
faster than the mechanical dynamics, a common feed drive system model is considered
[35]. Including nonlinear friction, the dynamic equations of motion of the x and y axes,
respectively, are

 x x t   x t   K x u x t   Ffx  x t  

(1)

 y y t   y t   K y u y t   Ffy  y t  

(2)

where τ the is time constant (s), K is the gain ((mm/s)/V), x and y are displacements
(mm), u is the command voltage (V), and Ff is the nonlinear friction (mm/s). The
subscripts x and y refer to the x and y axes, respectively. The subsequent analysis is
applied to the x axis. Friction in this model is considered as an unknown constant
disturbance and is rejected via the use of the Internal Model Principle. Therefore, an ideal
model is considered first and is then modified based on the Internal Model Principle.
Ignoring nonlinear friction, the transfer function relating the axis position to the
command voltage is

Gx  s  

X s
Ux  s



Kx
 x s2  s

(3)

Equation (3) is transformed into the Z domain using a Zero Order Hold
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(4)
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where T is the sample period. To apply the Internal Model Principle, the transfer function
is multiplied by

z 1
. It can be shown that this will allow the controller to reject constant
z 1

and slowly varying disturbances, as well as track ramp reference trajectories. The
modified transfer function is
bx  z 

bx1 z 2  bx 2 z  bx 3
Gx  z  

a x  z  z 3  ax1 z 2  a x 2 z  a x 3
T
T


 T
 2
 T

T
x
x
x
x
where ax1    e  2  z , ax 2   2e  1 z , ax 3  e , bx1  K x x   1  e
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T
T



T 
bx 2  K x x  2  2e  x  1  e  x

 x 



 z ,



and

(5)

 2
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T
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T  x
x
bx 3   K x x 1  e  e

x



.



Transforming equation (5) into the difference domain

x  k   ax1 x  k  1  ax 2 x  k  2   ax3 x  k  3 
bx1ux  k  1  bx 2 ux  k  2   bx 3ux  k  3

(6)

The system states are

x1  k   x  k  2   x2  k  1
x2  k   x  k  1  x3  k  1
x3  k   x  k   ax1 x3  k  1  ax 2 x2  k  1  ax 3 x1  k  1 

(7)

bx1u x  k  1  bx 2ux  k  2   bx 3u x  k  3
Now the error states with respect to a desired trajectory are
ex1  k   rx  k  2   x1  k   ex 2  k  1
ex 2  k   rx  k  1  x2  k   ex 3  k  1
ex 3  k   rx  k   x3  k   ax1 ex 3  k  1  ax 2 ex 2  k  1  ax 3 ex1  k  1   x  k  1
where

(8)
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 x  k   rx  k  1  ax1rx  k   ax 2 rx  k  1  ax 3rx  k  2 
 bx1ux  k   bx 2ux  k  1  bx 3ux  k  2 

(9)

Letting the error state vector be ex  k   ex1  k  ex 2  k  ex3  k   , the x axis
error system can be represented in state space as

 0
e x  k    0
 ax 3

1
0
 ax 2

0 
0 

1  e x  k  1  0   x  k  1  Aexe x  k  1  Bex  x  k  1
1 
ax1 

(10)

The same procedure is applied to the y axis system. The total error system is

 Aex
e  k   Aee  k  1  Beμ  k  1  
033
 0

where Aey   0
 ay 3


1
0
ay 2

033  ex  k  1   Bex 031    x  k  1 

(11)
Aey  ey  k  1  031 Bey    y  k  1 

0 

1  and Bey = Bex. The bottom level of the hierarchical
ay 1 

structure consists of the total error system. Therefore, the total bottom level is
x b  k   A b x b  k  1  B b u b  k  1  A e x b  k  1  B e u b  k  1

where

xb  k   e  k 

(12)

and

 x  k  
ub  k   


k


y



 rx  k  1  ax1 rx  k   ax 2 rx  k  1  ax 3 rx  k  2  


 ry  k  1  a y1 ry  k   a y 2 ry  k  1  a y 3 ry  k  2  

 bx1ux  k   bx 2 u x  k  1  bx 3ux  k  2  


by1u y  k   by 2 u y  k  1  by 3u y  k  2  

(13)

The upper level goal is defined in this work as zero contour error. In order to
propagate the upper level goal to the lower level an aggregation relation between the
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variables at both levels is required. The relationship between axial errors and contour
error is [36]

  k   Cx  k  ex  k   Cy  k  ey  k   C  k  xb  k 
where C  k    0 0 c x  k



0 0 c y  k    C x  k



(14)

C y  k   . The expressions

for Cx(k) and Cy(k) depend upon the contour. Therefore, using this aggregation
relationship the unmeasurable top level goal is now approximated by a combination of
measurable bottom level states. As can be seen in equation (14), the top level error
automatically goes to zero if the bottom level errors are driven to zero. However, bottom
level errors are unavoidable during transient phases. It will be seen that emphasizing
contour error will allow the axes to be coordinated such that contour error is reduced
even during these phases. At these points top and bottom goals are competing objectives
and it is desirable for both to be small. In fact, the bottom level goal results in preventing
the deviation of each axis from its reference and the top level goal synchronizes the axes
and ensures the relative movement of the axes result in a trajectory closer to the desired
trajectory.
The next step is to formulate and solve an optimal tracking control problem as
outlined in [37] with a modified cost function. At this point the top level goal is
approximated using the aggregation relationship and included in the cost function
Jb 

where

1 
 Lb  k 
2 k 1

(15)
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1  C  k  x b  k    r  k   q C  k  xb  k    r  k   
Lb  k   
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b
b b
b
b b


(16)

and εr is the reference contour error, which is zero. In equation (16) the first term
maintains the aggregation relationship between the top and bottom levels. The second
and third terms are used to penalize the control usage and state deviations, respectively, at
the bottom level. The Hamiltonian at the bottom level is
H b  k   Lb  k   λ bT  k  1  A b xb  k   Bb u b  k  

(17)

Taking the derivative of the Hamiltonian with respect to x b  k  and setting  r  k   0 ,
the Lagrange multiplier is
λ b  k   C T  k  q C  k   Q b  x b  k   A bT λ b  k  1

(18)

Taking the partial derivative of equation (17) with respect to ub(k), equating the result to
zero, and rearranging gives the optimal control law

u b  k    R b1B bT λ b  k  1

(19)

Substituting ub(k) from equation (19) into equation (12) results in
x b  k  1  A b x b  k   B b R b1B bT λ b  k  1

(20)

Now it is assumed that the Lagrangian multiplier can be expressed as
λ b  k   Pb  k  xb  k 

(21)

where Pb(k) is a positive definite, nonsingular matrix. Substituting equation (21) into
equation (18) and (20) and rearranging, the following Ricatti equation is derived
1

Pb  k   CT  k  q C  k   Qb  A bT Pb  k  1  I  B b R b1BbT Pb  k  1  A b

(22)
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The matrix Pb(k) is found from solving equation (22). As shown in the cost
function in equation (15), an infinite horizon optimal control formulation is used to find
the optimal signal ub(k). Therefore, the steady state value of Pb(k), denoted Pb , is used to
solve the above Ricatti equation. Given Ab, Bb, Qb, Rb, q, and C(k), the term Pb can be
calculated off–line. If the ranges of variations in cx and cy are known, curves can be fit to
the entries of Pb over the cx and cy ranges. These curves are then used for online
implementation to increase computational efficiency. Knowing the time history of Pb ,
the optimal control signal can be expressed as
u b  k   K b xb  k 

(23)

where the control gain is
1

K b   R b + B bT Pb Bb  BbT Pb A b

(24)

The physical control signals are found by solving the following equation for ux(k) and
uy(k)

 bx1u x  k    rx  k  1  ax1rx  k   ax 2 rx  k  1  ax 3 rx  k  2  
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 bx 2u x  k  1  bx 3u x  k  2  
K b xb  k   

by 2u y  k  1  by 3u y  k  2  

(25)

Note that the control signals require the reference positions at the next iteration,
which are typically known. Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the proposed controller.
Based on equations (22) and (24), in Fig. 2 the controller gains are a function of C  k  ,
which is a function of the desired trajectory and, for complex trajectories, the axial errors.
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3. Experimental results and discussion

In this section experiments that explore the performance of the proposed
hierarchical optimal contour control methodology are presented. Five experiments for a
diamond contour and five experiments for a freeform contour are investigated on a table
top CNC machine (Fig. 1). To generate the reference trajectories a constant velocity
interpolator is used with a reference velocity of 8 mm/s. The linear axis model parameters
are τx = 9.943×10–3 s, τy = 1.044×10–2 s, Kx = 1.882 (mm/s)/V, and Ky = 1.764 (mm/s)/V.
The sample period is 1 ms and the control signals are saturated at 10 V. The axial
positions are measured by encoders with resolutions of 0.1075 μm. Here Rb = rbI2 where
rb = 8 for all experiments and the weighting matrices Qb = qbI6 and q are varied. It has
been experimentally determined that for the system to be stable neither qb nor q can be
more than two orders of magnitude greater than rb. On the other hand, if qb or q are more
than four orders of magnitude smaller than the coefficient of rb, no noticeable difference
in performance can be detected.
First, diamond contours are tested. The contour error for a line segment is

 k  

where cx 

ly
L

, cy  

ly
L

ex  k  

lx
e y  k   0 0 cx
L

0 0 c y  xb  k 

(26)

lx
, lx and ly are the lengths of travel of the x and y axes,
L

respectively, and L is the total length of travel. For each line segment the parameters cx
and cy are constant, hence, the matrix Pb is constant. Five cases are presented, each with a
different value of q/qb. To increase the significance of contour error regulation, as
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compared to axial error regulation, the ratio q/qb is increased from 10–2 in Case I, where
the axial tracking requirements are weighted more heavily than the contour error
requirement, to 100 in Case V, where the top level contour error requirement is weighted
more heavily than the axial tracking requirements. The weighting matrices for Cases I–V
are listed in Table 1. In order to verify the repeatability of the controller performance,
each experiment is conducted five times. The reference velocity for Cases I–V is 8 mm/s.
Fig. 3 shows a schematic of the diamond contour. In Fig. 4 a comparison of the
maximum transient errors is presented with the error bars depicting the error standard
deviations centered around the average value for each case. It can be seen that as the
emphasis on the contour error (i.e., q/qb) increases, the maximum transient contour error
generally decreases while the maximum transient axial errors generally increase. In fact,
when the ratio q/qb is increased, the higher level controller causes the axes to deviate
from their reference values in such a way as to reduce the contour error. However, it can
be seen from Fig. 4 that even with the maximum emphasis on contour, the contour error
at the corner is still considerable. This is due to control signal saturation. The effect of
increasing the emphasis on contour error in the right corner of the diamond contour is
illustrated in Fig. 5. In the right corner of the diamond contour the controller reduces the
contour error by intelligently increasing ey.
Fig. 6 shows the transient responses for Cases I–V at the right corner. It can be
seen that as q/qbot increases, the amount of overshoot decreases, resulting in lower
contour errors and, for q/qb = 100 the axes move backwards to reduce the contour error.
In this situation, a high emphasis on contour error reduction results in a sharp reaction to
unsynchronized motion. Fig. 7 presents the axis trajectories at the top corner. It should be
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noted that the reason for unsynchronized axis motion at the corners is that one of the axes
always changes direction at these points. Therefore, the unsynchronized motion at the
corners is related to the speed of the axis that is changing direction. While at the right
corner the x axis speed changes from 7.51 mm/s to –7.51 mm/s, at the top corner the y
axis speed changes from 2.73 mm/s to –2.73 mm/s. Therefore, as can be seen in Fig. 7,
the resulting contour error at the top corner is not as significant as the contour error at the
right corner. As shown in Fig. 8, the controller produces steady–state errors that are
within two sensor resolutions for all five cases. It can be seen in Fig. 8 that during the
steady state, changing the emphasis does not significantly affect the axial and contour
errors since these errors are within two encoder resolutions. Fig. 9 depicts a detailed view
of the experimental results for Case V. As can be seen in Fig. 9, the control signals often
saturate when an axis changes direction, causing the system to be unable to reduce the
contour error any further. However, it is evident that the steady state error is still within
two encoder resolutions.
Freeform contours are investigated next. A schematic of the freeform contour
used for the experimental studies conducted in this paper is shown in Fig. 10. For these
contours, the radius of curvature constantly changes along the contour and, therefore, to
maintain a constant linear velocity, the angular velocity is constantly changing. The
contour error for a freeform contour is approximated at each instant by a contour error for
a circle with a radius equal to the instantaneous radius of curvature,


  k   sin   k   



e y  k  
ex  k  
 ex  k   cos   k   
 ey  k 
2   k  
2   k  


  0 0 cx  k  0 0 c y  k   xb  k 

(27)
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where cx and cy vary and are functions of θ (i.e., the angle of the instantaneous reference
velocity vector from the positive x axis), the instantaneous error, and the instantaneous
radius of curvature, which is

 t  

where rx' t  



2

 rx'  t     ry'  t  
'
x

''
y

'
y

2 1.5

''
x



r t  r t   r t  r t 

(28)

dry t  ''
drx t  '
dr 2 t 
dr 2 t 
, ry t  
, rx t   x 2 , and ry'' t   y 2 . To avoid the
dt
dt
d t
d t

computational burden of solving the Ricatti equation at each iteration, an approximation
of the matrix Pb as a function of cx and cy is developed. The parameters cx and cy are
within the range –1.5 to 1.5. Therefore, a mesh is generated in this range and at each node
Pb is calculated using the dare function in Matlab. Curves are fit to the calculated data

and the coefficients of the curves are saved and used to calculate the entries of Pb at each
iteration online. The weighting matrices for each case are given in Table 2. Fig. 11 shows
the maximum value of the transient responses with error bars depicting the error standard
deviations centered around the average value for each case. As q/qb increases from 10–2
to 100, the maximum axial errors generally increase and the maximum contour error
generally decreases. In Fig. 12 a comparison of steady–state errors is presented. It should
be noted that although the trajectory’s direction of motion is constantly changing for all
five cases, the steady–state errors are still within two sensor resolutions. As the steady
state errors are close to the sensor resolution, changing the emphasis from axial to
contour error does not significantly affect the steady state errors. A detailed view of the
results for Case VI is presented in Fig. 13. The spikes that appear in the axial and contour
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errors are a result of one of the axes changing direction and are regulated in an optimum
manner with more emphasis on the axial error (i.e., q = 10–3 and qb = 0.1). The
experimental results for the freeform contours show the hierarchical contour control
method is also valid for complex contours where the angular velocity constantly varies.

4. Summary and conclusions

In this paper, a new hierarchical contour control methodology for motion control
systems having multiple objectives was proposed and experimentally implemented. The
objectives are allocated into two levels of decision making i.e., a higher level for axis
synchronization and a bottom level for individual axis tracking. To apply the proposed
methodology, the axis dynamics are converted into the error domain and the Internal
Model Principle, coupled with optimal control, is used to simultaneously satisfy the top
level goal (i.e., zero contour error) and the bottom level goals (i.e., zero axial errors and
minimal control usage). The top level goal is propagated to the physical linear axis level
by an aggregation relationship. Optimal control techniques are used to weight the relative
importance between axial and contour errors.
Experimental results on a table top CNC machine demonstrate the excellent
tracking capability of this method for diamond and freeform contours. For both contours,
the steady state errors are approximately 0.2 µm, which are within two encoder
resolutions, indicating the excellent tracking and disturbance rejection capabilities of the
controller. To test the performance of the controller for different relative weightings of
the top and bottom level goals, five cases were conducted, where q/qbot increased from
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10–2 (i.e., high weight on axial errors) to 100 (i.e., high weight on contour error). It was
found that the transient errors generally decreased when the contour error was weighted
more heavily than the axial errors for both contours. On the other hand, the steady state
errors were independent of the relative weighting. This is due to the fact that for both
cases the steady state error was within two encoder resolutions. Two axes of a table top
CNC machine was used in this paper as a test bed to experimentally implement and
analyze the proposed methodology. However, the hierarchical optimal contour control
methodology can be extended to any motion system with multiple axes whose motion
must be coordinated. To extend the methodology to more than two axes, a new contour
error formulation and possibly tool orientation error formulation would need to be
derived and the error dynamics of the additional axes would need to be incorporated.
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Appendix A. Stability proof of the proposed controller

In order to investigate the global asymptotic tracking stability of the overall
closed-loop system, a Layapunov function candidate is considered as
V  x b  k    xbT  k  Pb k xb  k 

(29)
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where V(0) = 0 and Pb k  Pb  C  k   is the steady state solution of the reccuti equation
with

respect

to

C k  .

Because

Pb k

is

a

positive

definite

matrix,

xb  k   0, V  xb  k    0 . The first order forward difference of V  xb  k   is
V  k   V  x b  k  1   V  x b  k    x bT  k  1 Pb k 1x b  k  1  x bT  k  Pb k x b  k  (30)

Evaluating V  k  along the error system equation
T

V  k    A b xb  k   Bbub  k   Pb k 1  A b xb  k   Bbub  k   
xbT  k  Pb k xb  k 

(31)

Expanding equation (31)

 V  x bT  k  A bT Pb k 1 A b x b  k   x bT  k  Pb k x b  k  
x bT  k  A bT Pb k 1B b u b  k   u bT  k  B bT Pb k 1 A b x b  k  

(32)

u bT  k  B bT Pb k 1B b u b  k 
Since Pb K is symmetric and ubT  k  B bT Pb k 1 A b xb  k  is scalar,

V  xbT  k  AbT Pb k 1Ab xb  k   xbT  k  Pb k xb  k  
2xbT  k  AbT Pb k 1Bbub  k   ubT  k  BbT Pb k 1Bbub  k 

(33)

In order to simplify equation (33) the matrix inversion lemma [42] is implemented
to the reccuti equation in steady state condition which results in
1

Pb k  Q  k   AbT Pb k Ab  A bT Pb k B b  B Tb Pb k B b  R b  B Tb Pb k Ab

(34)

Substituting for Pb K from equation (34), into the second term of equation (33) and after
some simplifications,
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1

V  xbT  k  AbT Pb k Bb  Φ k  BbT Pb k A b xb  k   xbT  k  Q  k  xb  k 
 xbT  k  AbT  Pb k 1  Pb k  Ab xb  k 

(35)

 2xbT  k  A bT Pb k 1B bub  k   u bT  k  BbT Pb k 1Bb ub  k 
where Φ k  B bT Pb k B b  R b and is symmetric and nonsingular.
From equations (23) and (24) the control signal can be expressed by
1

ub  k     Φ k  BbT Pb k Ab xb  k 

(36)

Now replacing for control signal from equation (36) into the fourth and fifth terms of
equation (35) and after some simplifications,

  A T P k B  Φ k 1  BT P k 1B  Φ k 1 BT P k A 
b b
b
b b
b
 b b b


1


V  xbT  k    AbT  Pb k  2Pb k 1  Bb  Φk  BbT Pb k Ab
 xb  k 
 T

k 1
k
  Ab  Pb  Pb  Ab  Q  k 



Therefore,

when

Ck 

is

variable,

as

long

as

  A T P k B  Φ k 1  B T P k 1B  Φ k 1 B T P k A 

b b
b
b b
b
b b
b

Mk  

1
 T

k 1
k
k
T
k
T
k 1
k
 Ab  2Pb  Pb  Bb  Φ  B b Pb A b  A b  Pb  Pb  A b  Q  k  

(37)

the

matrix

is

positive

definite V is negative definite indicating the system is asymptotically stable. And since
x b  k   R , if xb  k   , V  x b  k     , the system is globally asymptotically

stable Therefore when for a free form contour the designer should always check if the
M k satisfy the mentioned condition before implementing the controller. However when
C  k   C  k  1 therefore Pb k  Pb k 1 and as a result V will be simplified to
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  A T P k B  Φ k 1  BT P k B  Φ k 1 BT P k A 
b b
b
b b
b
 b b b


1


V  xbT  k    AbT Pb k Bb  Φk  BbT Pb k Ab
 xb  k 
 Q k

 





(38)

Combining the first and second terms inside the parenthesis in equation (38) and
1

1

substituting for xbT  k  AbT Pb k Bb  Φ k  and  Φ k  BbT Pb k A b xb  k  from equation (36)
V  ubT  k  R b u b  k   xbT  k  Q  k  xb  k   0 , xb  k   0

(39)

Therefore when C  k  is constant, V is always negative definite and since
x b  k   R , if xb  k   , V  x b  k     ,

the

system

is

always

globally

asymptotically stable.
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Fig. 1. Table top CNC machine.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the proposed controller.
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Table 1
Diamond Contour Cases.
Case
q
qb
q/qb

I
10–3
0.1
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0.1
0.1
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0.1
0.1
1
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Fig. 4. Maximum transient errors for Cases I–V.
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Fig. 5. Detailed plot of experimental points at right corner for low contour emphasis
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Table 2
Freeform Contour Cases.
Case
q
qb
q/qb

VI
10–3
0.1
10–2

VII
10–2
0.1
0.1

VIII
0.1
0.1
1

IX
0.1
10–2
10

X
0.1
10–3
100
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II. Hierarchical optimal force–position control of complex manufacturing

ABSTRACT

A hierarchical optimal controller is developed in this paper to regulate the
machining force and axis positions, simultaneously, in a micro end milling process. The
process is divided into two levels of decision making. The bottom level includes the
measurable states, which in this work comprises the axis positions. The top level includes
the higher order objectives, which can be derived from the bottom level objectives by an
aggregation relationship. In this work, the top level’s objective is to regulate the
machining force. A series of simulations were conducted in which the weighting between
the top and the bottom level objectives is adjusted within the feasible range. The results
demonstrated that excellent tracking of both axis positions and machining force are
achieved during the steady state regardless of the weighting. However, the transient
performance of the system could be systematically shaped to achieve better performance
of either objectives. For the purpose of comparison a decentralized optimal controller was
constructed and simulated for the feasible range of controller weights. When the axis
position errors were weighted heavily, both controllers were able to regulate the axis
errors well, while the hierarchical controller had smaller machining force errors. When
the machining force errors were weighted heavily, although the machining force error
decreased for the decentralized controller the axis position errors increased significantly.
However, with heavy machining force weighting, the hierarchical controller was able to
manipulate the axial errors in a way that while the machining force error was reduced, the
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contour error (i.e., smallest deviation from the tool tip to the desired contour) remained
small.
KEYWORDS: Hierarchical Control, Optimal Control, Internal Model Principle

1. Introduction

The demand for higher productivity in todays’ manufacturing plants, has resulted
in a need for lower machining process time that leads to higher machining forces.
Excessive machining forces can cause tool breakage, low surface quality, spindle stall,
and other undesirable effects. In addition, due to changes in cutting geometry, tool wear,
etc., the machining force constantly changes throughout the operation.
As a result of machining uncertainties and process variations, adaptive approaches
have been utilized extensively in machining force control literature. In these methods
model parameters are estimated online and no prior knowledge of the system is required.
[Harder 1995, Landers and Ulsoy 2000] In these techniques stability is maintained over a
wide range of parameter variations by adjusting the controller gains based upon online
measurements. However, implementation, analysis, and development of adaptive
methods are difficult, making them less desirable in industry. Where the development of
a model was feasible, different model based approaches have been utilized to robustly
control machining forces. Some examples for adaptive approaches are model reference
control [Landers and Ulsoy 2000], linearized force process control [Harder 1995], and
robust machining force control [Kim, et al. 2003]. Landers et al., compared four model
based approaches with an adaptive approach.[Landers, et al. 2004] The derived models
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can also aid in process planning, monitoring, and analysis, making them useful beyond
machining force control [Landers and Ulsoy 2000]. Other machining force control
methods adopted in the literature utilized artificial intelligence techniques such as neural
networks as neural networks [Luo, et al. 1998] and fuzzy logic [Kim and Jeon 2011].
Integration of force control and position control is a well-developed area in
robotics. A survey on some of the studies of a class of parallel force/position control
schemes can be found in a work by Siciliano et al.[Siciliano 2000] Generally two types of
force/position control schemes are used in literature.[Siciliano 2000] The first general
category is open loop force control which is controlling the motion and force by
developing a relationship (i.e., mechanical impedance) between external forces and endeffector position.[Khayati, et al. 2006] The main group in this category is impedance
control for which the objective is to regulate the mechanical impedance of the robot endeffector.[Kumar, et al. 2011] For example, Filaretov and Zuev proposed an optimal
adaptive impedance force/position control for robotic manipulators.[Filaretov and Zuev
2008] Also, Ping-Lang and Zuev [Ping-Lang and Cheng-Hsin 2007] proposed an
impedance method for parallel manipulators with an internal traditional industrial
position control loop and an external computed torque control loop used to modify the
reference position with respect to the desired position and the desired cutter impedance.
The second category is closed loop force control or hybrid force/position control methods
in which force and position are independently controlled along each joint or task
subspace.[Bierbaum, et al. 2009, Khayati, et al. 2006, Kumar, et al. 2011] There are two
main groups in this category, explicit or parallel and implicit. In explicit methods the
force tracking error directly modifies the control signal to the motors. Bierbaum et al.,
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proposed explicit hybrid position/force controller for parallel robots based on computed
torque technique using visual measurements of the end effector pose and force
measurements.[Bierbaum, et al. 2009] Huang et al., proposed a hybrid control
position/force method based on online learning neural networks to enable a robot with a
flexible

tool

to

trace

a

given

curve

by

visual

information

and

force

measurements.[Huang, et al. 2005] Karayiannidis proposed a neuro-adaptive controller
for manipulators in compliant contact with a surface under non-parametric
uncertainties.[Karayiannidis, et al. 2007] Panwar and Sukavanam proposed an optimal
hybrid force/position controller for a robot manipulator and used a feed forward neural
network to compensate for the uncertainties. In this study, the dynamic model of the
manipulator is transformed into a constrained and an unconstrained motion using proper
sliding surfaces and an optimal controller is defined for the modified system.[Panwar and
Sukavanam 2007] In implicit methods there is an inner position control loop and an outer
control loop which modifies the reference inputs to the inner loop in order to regulate the
force errors while regulating the position errors.[Roy and Whitcomb 2002] Some of the
works in this group are impulsive hybrid force/position control[Khayati, et al. 2006],
cascaded implicit force/position control of an anthropomorphic hand[Bierbaum, et al.
2009], iterative-learning implicit force/position control for tracking an object of unknown
shape[Visioli, et al. 2010], least Square based adaptive implicit force/position control
[Kroger, et al. 2004], force/position controller with a varying gain for the position
feedback loop[Munasinghe and Nakamura 2007].
Among the large number of literature in this area, few studies have considered the
integration of machining force and axis position control in manufacturing area. Tang et
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al. [Tang, et al. 2006] extended a hierarchical optimal control methodology [Franklin, et
al. 1994] to integrate machining force, contour, and position control in a lathing process.
In their approach no considerations were taken to account for the uncertainties in the
model and the noise inherent in the physical system. The method presented in [Tang, et
al. 2006] is extended in the present work to simultaneously control the machining force
and axis positions in a micro end milling process. The bottom level is constructed such
that the Internal Model Principle is utilized to address noise and uncertainties in the
system, and feed forward capabilities are added to improve the performance.
In the method presented in this paper a complex process is divided into different
levels where the higher level controls a high–level objective, based on propagated errors
from the bottom level through aggregation relationships. A correction signal is sent to
each local controller at the bottom level in order to regulate the higher level objectives
while simultaneously regulating the low level errors. The correction signal in this
structure acts as the coordinator for the low level controllers. The machining process
considered in this work is a micro end milling process, which is decomposed into a two–
layer hierarchical structure where machining force control is allocated to the top level and
axis position control is allocated to the bottom level.

2. Approach

The hierarchical optimal control methodology was derived for a micro end
milling process on a table top CNC machine (Fig. 1). Since only two dimensional
motions are analyzed in this study, only two linear axes will be considered in the motion
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system. However, the methodology is applicable to any motion system with multiple
axes. Assuming the electrical dynamics are much faster than the mechanical dynamics, a
common feed drive system model is considered [Srinivasan and Tsao 1997]. Including
nonlinear friction, the dynamic equations of motion of the x and y axes, respectively, are

 x 
x  t   x  t   K x ux  t   Ffx  x  t  

(1)

 y y  t   y  t   K y u y  t   Ffy  y  t  

(2)

where τx and τy are time constants (s), Kx and Ky are the system gains ((mm/s)/V), x and y
are the axis positions (mm), u is the command voltage (V), and Ff is the nonlinear friction
(mm/s). The subscripts x and y refer to the x and y axes, respectively. The subsequent
analysis is applied to the x axis.

Fig. 1. Table top CNC machine.
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Nonlinear friction in this model is considered as an unknown constant disturbance and is
rejected by the Internal Model Principle. Therefore, an ideal model is considered first and
is then modified based on the Internal Model Principle to account for the nonlinear
friction. Ignoring nonlinear friction, the transfer function relating the axis position to the
command voltage in Z domain using a Zero Order Hold is
Gx  z  

T


T

where Ax   x K x   1  e x
x


Ax z  Bx
T
T




x
x
2
z  1  e  z  e





T
T



T  x
x
 , Bx   x K x 1  e  e


x



(3)


 , and T is the sample



period. To apply the Internal Model Principle, the transfer function is multiplied by

z 1
.
z 1

This will allow the controller to reject constant and slowly varying disturbances. After
applying the same procedure to the y axis, the position dynamics of the whole system is
converted into the difference domain. Considering the error signal ex  k   rx  k   x  k 
and ey  k   ry  k   y  k  , total dynamics of the position error in state space is
xb  k   Ab xb  k  1  B bub  k  1 
 Aex
0
 33

033  ex  k  1   Bex 031    x  k  1 

Aey  ey  k  1  031 Bey    y  k  1 

(4)
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 , and the dummy control signal, ub  k  , is



  x  k  1   rx  k  1  ax1rx  k   ax 2 rx  k  1  ax 3 rx  k  2  
ub  k   
 


k

1


y

  ry  k  1  a y1ry  k   a y 2 ry  k  1  a y 3 ry  k  2  
 bx1u x  k   bx 2u x  k  1  bx 3ux  k  2  


by1u y  k   by 2u y  k  1  by 3u y  k  2  

(5)

The vector ub(k) will be constructed such that the importance of the bottom and
higher level objectives can be systematically shaped. To accomplish this, the higher level
objective must be propagated, using an aggregation relationship, to the bottom level
where the physical control signals reside. The aggregation relationship relates top level
objectives to bottom level objectives by defining top level states in terms of bottom level
states.
The top level objective in this work is to maintain a desired maximum machining
force per spindle revolution to achieve maximum operation efficiency in a micro end
milling process. As can be seen from Fig. 2, in order to analyze machining forces acting
on an end mill, the length of the tool in contact with the part is divided into Nd divisions.
To determine the machining forces acting on each division, the divisions are modeled as
individual face mills, each having a unique entry and exit angle. Assuming a uniform
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pressure distribution on the flute, the machining forces applied to the ith flute on the jth
division can be experimentally modeled in the discrete domain by
FTi , j  k    KT fi, jT  k  d T  k  V  T  k   a i , j  k   i, j
FCi , j  k    K C f i, jC  k  d C  k  V  C  k   a i , j  k   i, j

(6)

FLi , j  k    K L f i, jL  k  d  L  k  V  L  k   a i , j  k   i, j

where FTi , j is the thrust force (N), FCi, j is the cutting force (N), and FLi , j is the
longitudinal force (N) acting on the ith flute on the jth division (see Fig. 2). The
parameters KT ,C , L , T ,C , L , T ,C , L , and  T ,C , L are unknown constants and found
experimentally. The parameter fi,j is the instantaneous feed of the ith flute on the jth
division (mm) and is

fi, j 

Vr
cos  i , j 
Nt N f

(7)

where Nf is the number of flutes, Nd is the number of divisions, Vr is the feedrate
(mm/min), and  i , j is the angle between the jth division of ith flute and the instantaneous
tangent to the tool path at the tool position (rad). The parameter d is the depth–of–cut
(mm), V is the cutting velocity (mm/min) and is
V

Dt
Ns
2

(8)

where Dt is the tool diameter (mm), and Ns is the spindle speed (rpm). The parameter a i, j
is the chip area (mm2) of the ith flute on the jth division and is
a i , j  f i , j z
where Δz is the tool division height (mm), and  i, j is

(9)
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 i, j

1 if j th division of i th flute is in contact with part

th
th
0 if j division of i flute is not in contact with part

(10)

After some math, the thrust and cutting forces, in equation (6) can be expressed,
respectively, as

FTi , j  FT cos  i , j 

(T 1)

 i, j
(11)

F =F cos 
i, j
C

where


C

i, j ( C +1)



 i, j

FT   KT f f (T 1)  k  z ( T 1)  k  V  T  k  

and

FC   K C f f (C 1)  k  z ( C 1)  k  V  C  k   . The parameters FC and FT are constant for

constant process parameters.
The total machining forces applied to the tool in x, y, and z directions,
respectively, are (see Fig. 2)
Nf

Nd









Fx    FTi, j cos  i, j   FCi, j sin  i, j   i, j
i 1 j 1
Nf

Nd

Fy    FTi, j sin  i, j   FCi, j cos  i, j   i, j

(12)

i 1 j 1

Nf

Nd

Fz     FLi, j   i, j
i 1 j 1

At this point a set of end milling experiments are performed in which Fx , Fy , and
Fz are recoded for different process parameters and then using an optimization algorithm
the optimum values for KT ,C , L , T ,C , L , T ,C , L , and  T ,C , L are found to fit the model in
equation (12) to the experimental data. Also from equation (12) the square of the normal
machining force applied to the tool in the x–y plane is
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2

 N f Nd

F =    FTi, j cos  i, j  +FCi, j sin  i, j   +
 i =1 j =1




2
n
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Fig. 2. Machining forces acting on tool in end milling process; a) top view b) front view.

Using equation (11) in (13), the square of the normal machining force applied to the tool
in the x–y plane is
2

 N f Nd

(T  2)
( C 1)
F     FT cos  i , j 
 i, j  FC cos  i , j 
sin  i , j   i, j  
 i 1 j 1

2
n





2

 N f Nd

(C  2)

i , j (T 1)
sin  i , j   i, j  FC cos  i , j 
 i, j   (14)
   FT cos  
 i 1 j 1






F


C

where

2

FC*2  FT FT*1    FT FT*2  FC FC*1 

2
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FC*1   cos  i , j 
i 1 j 1
Nf

Nd
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i 1 j 1
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Therefore
Fn2  FT 2 FT*12  FC 2 FC*2 2  2 FT FC FT*1FC*2  FT 2 FT*2 2  FC 2 FC*12  2 FT FC FT*2 FC*1 
FT 2  FT*12  FT*2 2   FC 2  FC*12  FC*2 2   2 FT FC  FT*2 FC*1  FT*1FC*2 

(16)

For a known depth–of–cut, feedrate, and spindle speed, the maximum normal
machining force per spindle revolution is
max 2
n

 2
T

 2
C

F   F   F  F

**2
C1

 FC**2 2   2 FT FC  FT**2 FC**1  FT**1 FC**2 

(17)

where FT**1 , FT**2 , FC**1 , and FC**2 are the values of FT*1 , FT*2 , FC*1 , and FC*2 , respectively,
resulting in Fnmax and are found by numerical simulation. To reduce the computational
burden during real time implementation, a curve is fit to equation (17) with stored values
of FT**1 , FT**2 , FC**1 , and FC**2 for different depths–of–cut, feedrates, and spindle speeds in
the admissible process operating range. An excellent model structure relating Fnmax to d,
Vr, and Ns is

 
k

Fnmax  K1Vrb1 N s c1 N s 2  kc2 N s  kc3

  d  d
kd1

2

 kd 2 d  kd3



(18)
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where the values of the model parameters K1, kc1 , kc2 , kc3 , kd1 , kd2 , and kd3 are found via
optimization. A particle swarm optimization code was written in MATLAB and then
implemented. The RMS of the error percentage between the model and simulated
machining force is 0.26%.
To maintain a maximum machining force per spindle revolution for different
spindle speeds and depths–of–cut, equation (17) is solved for Vr given a desired value of
Fnmax . Equation (17) can be rewritten as
max 2
n

F 









2
2
2
2
=  FT**1    FT**2  FT2 Vr2(T 1)   FC**1    FC**2  FC2 Vr2(C 1) 

2   F F  F F  FT FC Vr(T C  2)
** **
T1 C2



(19)

** **
T 2 C1



KT  2 Rt  T  T 1  T T 1
K C  2 Rt  C  C 1   C C 1


d
Ns
d
Ns
where FT 
and FC 
.
 1
 1
N t T  N d
N t C  N d

By solving equation (19) for Vr, a reference feedrate is calculated based on a
desired maximum normal machining force per spindle revolution for different values of
depth–of–cut and spindle speed. To reduce the real time computational burden, a curve is
fit to the obtained values of the reference feedrate versus Fnmax , d, and Ns in the viable
process operating range. This reference feedrate is then fed to the interpolator. It should
be mentioned that the machining force model parameters (i.e., K, α, β, γ) are nominal
values and can change with tool wear and cutting temperature. However, in this paper,
ideal conditions are assumed (i.e., changes in these process parameters are negligible
during the process). If the model parameters change significantly more than the stability
margins of the controller, a parameter estimation procedure should be implemented to
update the model and, thus the controller, during the operation.
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An aggregation relationship is now derived from equation (18) to relate Fnmax to
the bottom level states (i.e., axis position errors). The higher level objective in this work
is to track a desired reference machining force. Considering the fact that



2

Vr  Vr x   Vr y 

2 1/2



and assuming that the actual depth–of–cut and spindle speed are

the same as their corresponding reference values, the top level tracking error can be
written as
b1

2
k
r 2
r 2
N s c1 N s 2  kc2 N s  kc3
 Vx   Vy 
max
max
Fnref  Fn  eF  K1 
kd1

d
d 2  k d 2 d  k d3

b1
 2

k
2
2
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V
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(20)







Assuming small variations in the process parameters during the operation, equation (20)
can be linearized about the operating conditions via a Taylor series expansion. Ignoring
higher order terms
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(21)



where V  Vx2  Vy2  2 . Using a first order backwards finite difference, the x–axis
feedrate error is
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 x  k   x  k  1 xr  k   xr  k  1 
Vx  k   Vrx  k   60 


T
T


60
60
x  k   xr  k     x  k  1  xr  k  1    ex  k   ex  k  1 

T
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(22)



A similar expression can be derived for the y–axis feedrate error. The machining force
error can now be expressed as
eF  k     k  Vx  k 

60
60
ex  k   ex  k  1     k  Vy  k 

 ey  k   ey  k  1  (23)
T
T

 b1V  k b1  2 N skc1 N s 2  kc N s  kc
2
3
where   k    K1 
kd1
2

d d  kd 2 d  k d3








 



. The linearized machining force

error is now related to the lower level states (i.e., axis position errors) by the derived
aggregation relation
eF  k   C  k  xb  k   0 cx  k  cx  k  0 c y  k  c y  k   xb  k 

where

cx  k   

60
Ω  k  Vx  k  and
T

cy  k   

60
Ω  k  Vy  k  .
T

Therefore,

(24)
the

aggregation relation relating machining force error to the axis position errors is

xtop  k   eF  k   C  k  xb  k 

(25)

Therefore, using this aggregation relationship, the unmeasurable top level goal is
now approximated by a linear combination of measurable bottom level states. As can be
seen in equation (25), the top level error goes to zero if the bottom level errors are driven
to zero. However, bottom level errors are unavoidable during transient phases. It will be
seen that emphasizing the machining force error will allow the axes to be coordinated
such that machining force error is reduced even if the axis positions errors are large
during these phases. At these points, top and bottom goals are competing objectives and it
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is desired for both to be small. In fact, the bottom level goal results in preventing the
deviation of each axis from its reference and the top level goal synchronizes the axes,
ensuring the relative movement of the axes results in a lower deviation of the maximum
machining force from the desired value.
In order to regulate machining force and axis position errors simultaneously, an
optimal tracking control problem is now defined and solved, as outlined in [Lewis and
Syrmos 1995]. The cost function in this problem comprises both the bottom level and top
level objectives and is
1 
J b   Lb  k 
2 k 1

(26)

  C  k  x  k   e r  k   T q C  k  x  k   e r  k   

b
F
b
F
 

Lb  k    

u bT  k  R bub  k   xbT  k  Qb xb  k 



(27)

where

and eFr is the reference maximum machining force error, which is zero. In equation (27)
the first term maintains the aggregation relationship between the top and bottom levels.
The second and third terms are used to penalize the control usage and state deviations,
respectively, at the bottom level. The Hamiltonian at the bottom level is
H b  k   Lb  k   λ bT  k  1  Ab xb  k   Bbu b  k  

(28)

Taking the derivative of the Hamiltonian with respect to xb(k) and noting that eFr  k   0 ,
the Lagrange multiplier is
λ b  k   CT  k  q C  k   Qb  xb  k   A bT λ b  k  1

(29)
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Taking the partial derivative of equation (28) with respect to ub(k), equating the result to
zero, and rearranging gives the optimal control law

ub  k   R b1BbT λ b  k  1

(30)

Substituting ub(k) from equation (30) into equation (4)

xb  k  1  Ab xb  k   Bb R b1BTb λ b  k  1

(31)

Now it is assumed that the Lagrange multiplier can be expressed by

λ b  k   Pb  k  xb  k 

(32)

where Pb(k) is a positive definite, nonsingular matrix. Substituting equation (32) into
equations (29) and (31) and rearranging, the following Ricatti equation is derived
1

Pb  k   CT  k  q C  k   Qb  A bT Pb  k  1  I  Bb R b1B bT Pb  k  1  A b

(33)

The matrix Pb(k) is found from solving equation (33). Since an infinite–time
control problem is used, the steady state value of Pb, denoted Pb , is used to solve the
above Ricatti equation. Given Ab, Bb, Qb, Rb, q, and C(k), the term Pb can be calculated
off–line. If the ranges of cx and cy are known, curves can be fit to the entries of Pb over
these ranges. These curves are then used for online implementation to reduce
computational effort. Knowing the time history of Pb , the optimal control signal can be
expressed as

ub  k   K b xb  k 

(34)

where the control gain is
1

K b   R b + BbT Pb Bb  BbT Pb Ab

(35)
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The physical control signals are computed from

 bx1ux  k  
 bx 2u x  k  1  bx 3u x  k  2  

  

 by1u y  k  
 by 2u y  k  1  by 3u y  k  2  
(36)
 rx  k  1  ax1rx  k   ax 2 rx  k  1  ax 3 rx  k  2  

  K b xb  k 
 ry  k  1  a y1ry  k   a y 2 ry  k  1  a y 3ry  k  2  
Note that the control signals require the reference axis positions at the next iteration,
which are typically known.

3. Results and discussion

In this section, the performance of the proposed hierarchical control methodology
is explored via a micro end milling simulation of a diamond contour (Fig. 3) on a
graphite epoxy composite part using an aluminum titanium nitride coated tool with four
flutes and a helix angle of 40°. As these tools break when lateral machining forces in
excess of 100 N are applied, a maximum normal machining force per revolution of 30 N
is selected as the reference in order to accommodate machining force overshoot due to
rapid reference force changes in the process (e.g., at corners or when sudden changes in
depth–of–cut occur). The servomechanism parameters used here are from the table–top
CNC machine [H. Zomorodi, et al. 2010]: τx = 9.94×10–3 s, τy = 1.04×10–2 s, Kx = 1.88
(mm/s)/V, and Ky = 1.76 (mm/s)/V. The machining force process parameters are KC =
1.06×105, KT = 3.02×105, KL = 2.79×103, αC = 0.959, αT = 1.91, αL = –6.72×10–2, βC =
1.05, βT = 1.58, βL = 0.933, γC = 0.320, γT = 0.263, and γL = –0.504. The spindle speed
and the depth–of–cut are 7000 rpm and 0.5 mm, respectively, and a constant velocity
interpolator is used to generate the reference axis trajectories. A sample period of 1 ms is
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used and the control signals are saturated at ±10 V. For all simulations, the tool starts at
rest at the x–y coordinate system origin. The control signal weighting matrix is
R b  103 I 22 for all of the case studies and Qb is of the form Qb  qb I 6×6 . Considering

the operating range of the depth–of–cut and spindle speed, a viable range for cx and cy is
computed. The Riccati equation is then solved offline over the viable ranges of cx and cy
and the entries of Pb are curve fit to reduce the computational burden. The matrix Pb is
then updated at each sample period after cx and cy are calculated.

cx and cy are constant

100 mm
2

cy is constant and cx changes value
starting
Fig. 3. Diamond contour used for simulation studies.

In this study, the depth–of–cut and spindle speed are constant; therefore, because a
constant reference machining force is considered, a constant reference velocity is fed to
the interpolator based on equation (20). As can be seen in Fig. 3, tracking a diamond
contour with a constant depth–of–cut comprises two types of movement. The first type
consists of linear segments for which the reference velocity and the parameters cx and cy
are constant and, hence, the matrix Pb is constant. The second type consists of transition
points at the corners where cx and cy suddenly change values due to the changes in the
reference velocity direction and, hence, present a significant challenge for machining
force control. At each corner, one of the axes changes its direction of motion; therefore,
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its reference velocity changes from positive to negative, or vice versa, and the motors
must overcome the axis inertia, which acts as a sudden disturbance for the velocity and,
consequently, the machining force. In order to investigate the performance of the
hierarchical controller when machining the corners of the part, an analysis is now
performed over the feasible range of optimization weights.

3.1. Hierarchical control analysis
The feasible ranges of q and qb were determined to be q  10 –3
qb  10 –3

5  10 –3  and

5 , respectively, by trial and error using a multitude of simulations. In Table

1, nine different combinations of q and qb are considered to analyze the effect of
changing the emphasis between the top and bottom level objectives. Fig. 4 shows ex, ey,
and eF, at the right corner and the resulting contours for Cases I, III, V, VI, and IX in
Table 1. Results for the right corner are presented since this is where the largest errors
occur. It can be seen that as the ratio q/qb increases, the axis position errors increase, the
machining force errors decrease, and the axis error settling times increase. As the ratio
q/qb decreases, the opposite is true. The sharp changes in axis positions for small ratios of
q/qb cause large velocities and, hence, large machining force errors. As the ratio q/qb
increases, the peak x axis error approaches a constant, while the peak y axis error
increases. However, it should be noted that the y axis error is an order of magnitude
smaller than the x axis error since the x axis is changing directions at the right corner.
The hierarchical controller intelligently adjusts the axis position errors to decrease the
machining force errors for large ratios of q/qb.
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Table 1
Hierarchical controller simulation cases.
Case
Q
qb
q/qb

I
10–3
5
2×10–4

II
10–3
2
5×10–4

III
10–3
1
10–3

IV
10–3
0.5
2×10–3

0

V
10–3
10–2
0.1

VI
10–3
0.5×10–2
0.2

0

E0.001 Q0.01
E0.001 Q5
E0.005 Q0.001
E0.001 Q0.5

-20

-0.5

q/qb = 5

-30

q/qb = 0.1

-40

q/qb=2x10

-50

q/qb=1x10

-60

q/qb = 2x10

6.1

-3
-3

6.15 6.2
time [s]

-4

-1.5
6

6.25

6.5
7
time [s]

7.5

-3

0

E0.001 Q5
E0.001 Q0.01
E0.001Q0.005

-2

E0.001 Q0.5

-4

y [mm]

eF [N]

50

IX
5×10–3
10–3
5

-1

x 10
100

VIII
2×10–3
10–3
2

ey [ m]

ex [ m]

-10

VII
10–3
10–3
1

reference

-6
-8

0

-10
-12
6.12
6.13
time [s]

18.7718.7818.79 18.8
x [mm]

Fig. 4. Simulation of results for hierarchical controllers at diamond’s right corner.

The simulation results, including the contour shape at the top and right corners,
machining force error, axis position errors, and axis control signals, are presented for
Cases I and IX in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. As can be seen in Figures 5 and 6, at
both corners the control signal for the axis in which a change in direction occurs
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saturates. This is due to the fact that the reference feedrate for the axis which changes
direction suddenly from –Vrcos(θ) to Vrcos(θ), where θ is half of the corner angle, while
the reference feedrate of the other axis remains constant. Also, it should be noted that
since the right corner where the x axis changes direction is sharper (20°) than the top
corner (140°) where only the y axis changes direction, the amount of overshoot in ex at
the right corner is substantially larger (approximately 5 times more) than the overshoot in
ey at the top corner. The results demonstrate that excellent tracking of both axis position
and machining force errors are achieved during the steady state regardless of the
weighting; however, the transient performance can be adjusted by changing the ratio of
q/qb. As this ratio increases, the axis position errors become larger and their settling times
increase to reduce the machining force error.
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Fig. 5. Detailed simulation results for Case I.
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Fig. 6. Detailed simulation results for Case IX.

3.2. Comparison of hierarchical and decentralized control
In this section, an optimal decentralized controller is considered by setting q = 0,
which results in no coupling between the bottom and top levels. This creates two separate
decentralized optimal controllers for the axes. For the decentralized controller, the control
signal weight is R b = 103 I 22 and the maximum feasible range for qb was found to be 10–4
to 10. Ten combinations where considered in this range, as shown in Table 2. In Fig. 7,
ex, ey, eF, and the resulting contours are compared Cases X, XIV, XVIII and XIX. It can
be seen in Fig. 7 that as qb decreases, transient axis position error magnitudes and settling
times increase, and the transient machining force error magnitude and settling time
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decrease. Again, it should be noted that since the y axis velocity does not change at the
right corner, ey is much smaller (by two orders of magnitude) than ex.

Table 2
Decentralized controller simulation cases (i.e., q = 0).
X

XI

XII

XIII

XIV

XV

XVI

XVII

XVIII

XIX

qb
1/qb

10
0.1

8
0.125

5
0.2

2
0.5

1
1

0.5
2

0.2
5

0.1
10

10–3
103

10–4
104

0

0

-20

-0.5

ey [ m]

ex [ m]

Case

-40

qb = 10
qb = 10

-4
-3

qb = 1

-1

qb = 10
-60
6.1
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6.15 6.2
time [s]

6.25

6.12

6.13
time [s]

6.14

reference
0
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-0.01

y [mm]
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-0.02
50

-0.03
-0.04
-0.05

0

-0.06
6.12 6.14 6.16 6.18 6.2
time [s]

18.65 18.7 18.75 18.8
x [mm]

Fig. 7. Simulation results for decentralized controllers at diamond right corner.
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A more detailed comparison of the transient performance for the hierarchical and
decentralized controllers in their feasible controller parameter ranges is provided in Fig.
8. The maximum axis position, contour (i.e., smallest deviation from the tool tip to the
desired contour), and machining force errors are shown, where the x axes are the ratio of
q/qb for the hierarchical controller and 1/qb for the decentralized controller. Therefore, for
both methods, lower ratios represent higher emphasis on axis tracking than on machining
force tracking.
As the emphasis on axis tracking increases, the axis position error magnitudes
decrease and the machining force error magnitudes increase for both methods; however,
the machining force error magnitudes are always larger for the decentralized method
since the hierarchical method is seeking to satisfy both constraints even when the
emphasis on axis tracking is large. When this emphasis becomes very large, the x axis
position error and contour error magnitudes converge to the same value for both methods.
As the emphasis on axis tracking decreases, in the decentralized method the axis position
and contour error magnitudes dramatically increase while the machining force error
magnitude decreases. However, in the hierarchical method when the emphasis on axis
tracking decreases, while the force error magnitude is always lower than the force errors
for decentralized method, the x axis position and contour errors remain relatively
constant. The hierarchical method is able to simultaneously reduce the machining force
error magnitude and keep the contour error magnitude low by intelligently adjusting the y
axis position error magnitude. Unlike the decentralized method, the contour and
machining force error magnitudes are insensitive to controller gain variations for the
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hierarchical method; thus, the hierarchical method provides excellent performance
robustness.
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Fig. 8. Maximum axis position, contour, and machining force errors for hierarchical and
decentralized controllers.

4. Summary and conclusions

A hierarchical controller was proposed and applied via simulation studies to a
micro end milling process to simultaneously regulate axis position and machining force
errors. Hierarchical aggregation techniques were utilized to propagate the higher level
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objective (i.e., machining force regulation) to the bottom level (i.e., the physical
equipment). Optimal control techniques were utilized with a cost function that weights
individual axis position errors, machining force error, and control signal usage. A
suboptimal solution was then implemented to reduce the required computational effort.
The controller performance was verified through simulation case studies for a micro end
milling process while cutting a diamond contour. To analyze the effect of changes in the
emphasis on the axis position and machining force tracking, nine simulation studies were
conducted where q/qb increased from 2×10–4 (i.e., high emphasis on axis tracking) to 5
(i.e., high emphasis on machining force tracking). It was found that the increase in q/qb
resulted in an increase in the axis position error settling times, relatively constant contour
error magnitudes, and a decrease in the transient machining force error.
A decentralized controller was developed by setting q = 0 and simulations were
conducted for 10–4 ≤ qb ≤ 10. Both methods, decentralized and hierarchical, achieved
excellent steady state performance in terms of both axis position and machining force
tracking. As the emphasis on axis position tracking increased, the contour error
magnitude decreased and the machining force transient error magnitude increased, and
vice versa, for the decentralized controller. For the hierarchical controller, the transient
contour error magnitude decreased to the same level as that for the decentralized
controller when the emphasis on axis tracking increased; however, while the transient
machine force error magnitude also increased, it remained below that for the
decentralized controller. Also, as the emphasis on axis tracking decreased, the
hierarchical controller was able to intelligently increase the transient y axis position error
magnitude to decrease the transient machining error magnitude while keeping the
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transient contour error magnitude low. Thus, the hierarchical controller performance is
insensitive to changes in the controller parameters for a wide range of controller
parameters.
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III. Hierarchical explicit model predictive control for extrusion fabrication processes

ABSTRACT

Freeze-form Extrusion Fabrication (FEF) is a recent additive manufacturing
process that fabricates ceramics using ram-based paste extrusion in a freezing
environment. To ensure consistent and on demand extrusion of the FEF process, ram
velocity and extrusion force control algorithms, and the combination of both, during the
fabrication process have previously been investigated. In this paper, an Explicit Model
Predictive Controller (EMPC) is proposed to systematically combine the benefits of force
and velocity control. To increase the robustness of the control method to paste material
and rheology variations, these variations were considered as a disturbance to the system
and an adaptive disturbance estimation technique was incorporated. Two EMPC surfaces
were generated, one for full emphasis on force control and one for full emphasis on
velocity control. A hierarchical structure was then constructed where, in the lower level,
EMPCs for different objectives reside and in the higher level an emphasis management
algorithm intelligently switches between full emphasis on force tracking or full emphasis
on velocity tracking. Performance of the proposed controller was evaluated
experimentally. A comparison with previous FEF control methods showed the advantage
of the proposed method.
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1. Introduction

Applications requiring ceramics have increased tremendously in recent decades
for a wide variety of industries such as automotive, energy, biomedical, etc. However,
since machining ceramics is very difficult [1] and using molds for small scale production
are expensive [2] , Additive Manufacturing (AM) processes have emerged as a potential
solution for prototyping and small scale production of ceramic parts. One of the main
ceramic AM processes is 3D Extrusion Freeforming that involves continuous deposition
of ceramic paste layer-by-layer until a 3D part is generated [3]. Some of the well-known
methods in this area are Fused Deposition of Ceramics [4], Extrusion Freeform
Fabrication [5], Direct Ink Writing [6], Multiphase Jet Solidification [7], Bioplotting, [8],
Dispense Plotting [9], Robocasting [10], and Freeze-form Extrusion Fabrication (FEF)
[11]. Many AM methods use organic binders for bonding ceramic powders, while
methods like Robocasting and FEF use only 2–4 vol% organic binder with paste solids
loading of 45–50 vol% or higher [12, 13]. This saves a substantial amount of time in the
post processing stage and is environmentally friendly. One of the disadvantages of
freeform extrusion methods for ceramic pastes is that these pastes normally have a
complex rheology, making it difficult to predict their behavior. In addition, significant
variations between batches exist due to variations in paste preparation techniques and
variations in environmental conditions. Therefore, more complex control techniques are
needed to guarantee consistent paste flow out of the extrusion nozzle.
In freeform extrusion processes there typically is no direct real-time measurement
of the paste flow rate; therefore, flow control is conducted either by controlling the
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extruder ram velocity [10, 14] or by controlling the pressure applied to the paste [6, 15].
According to previous studies [16], during extrusion when paste is flowing out of the
nozzle and the extrusion force is at a steady state value, the ram velocity is linearly
related to the paste flow rate. When operating the FEF process with a constant ram
velocity, a significant amount of time may be required for the extrusion force to reach a
steady state [17]. Without monitoring the extrusion force, there is no systematic way to
detect when the extrusion force has reached steady conditions. This is a significant
challenge when fabricating parts with intricate features that require frequent extrusion
starts and stops. Another challenge in ceramic paste extrusion processing is air bubble
release, which interrupts the paste flow for a period, creating a void in the part, and
cannot be systematically compensated through ram velocity control. To avoid problems
associated with air bubble release, force/pressure control is often used [18]. However,
when using extrusion force control, the paste flow and, as a result, the bead thickness,
cannot be systematically calculated and, even if a relationship between paste flow rate
and extrusion force is found experimentally for one paste, it must be determined again
when the paste or nozzle geometry change. With constant ram velocity at steady
extrusion, the paste flow rate can be calculated regardless of the paste and nozzle
combination, easing the selection of a table feed rate to match the paste flow rate. Deuser
et al. [19] proposed a hybrid method where force control was used at the start and stop of
deposition and when an air bubble release occurred, while ram velocity control was
utilized during steady deposition. The method proposed in that work depended on an
analytical paste model that, in turn, required parameters such as the nozzle length and
diameter, as well as the identification of several model parameters, such as paste
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viscosity, which depend on the environmental temperature, paste recipe, etc., and
unmeasurable parameters, such as the amount of air trapped in the paste. In the current
work, a nominal model is considered, and the effect of variations in the nominal model’s
parameters due to changes in paste material, nozzle geometry variations, etc. is
considered as an additive disturbance to the extrusion force process, and the disturbance
is estimated online using an adaptive disturbance estimation method [20, 21].
In order to use the benefits of extrusion force and ram velocity control, the control
objective (i.e., emphasis on each control strategy) needs to change during the extrusion
process based on the system status (i.e., extrusion start/stop, air bubble release, normal
extrusion). The need for changes in the control objective during the process has many
examples in manufacturing and robotics such as change between velocity and force
control in a hole drilling process [22, 23] or in an end milling process [24], and change
between position and force control during a grasping process using robotic hands [25].
One of the methods for changing the control objectives during the process is using a
hierarchical control structure comprising a higher level (i.e., supervisory level) and a
lower level (i.e., process level). In this structure, the supervisory level is responsible for
monitoring the system status and determining control objectives in real-time, and the
process level is responsible for implementing the control objectives [22, 23, 26]. Here,
such hierarchical control structure has been incorporated in order to systematically switch
the emphasis between extrusion force control to ram velocity control and back,
depending on the system status. . The hierarchical structure in this work consists of two
levels where, in the lower level process control algorithms reside that directly control the
extrusion process according to predefined objectives (i.e., the amount of emphasis placed
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on ram velocity and extrusion force tracking). In the higher level of the hierarchy, a
supervisory algorithm is formulated to modify the objectives of the process level based
on the status of the system (i.e., start/stop, air bubble release, normal extrusion). In the
process level, a Nonlinear Model Predictive Controller (NMPC) is configured that, based
on different cost functions, places the emphasis on extrusion force tracking or ram
velocity tracking. Therefore, the proposed method in this paper is called Hierarchical
Model Predictive Control (HMPC). Also it should be mentioned that in the NMPC
formulation, the effect of disturbances is estimated and rejected.
Applications of Model Predictive Control (MPC) have widely increased in recent
years because of the ability of this methodology to provide an optimum control signal
while explicitly accounting for state and input constraints [27]. However, the
computational burden has always been a disadvantage when employing MPC algorithms
in real-time for applications with fast dynamics [28]. Recent developments in MPC have
resulted in different methods to approximate the MPC control signal explicitly as a
function of states without performing time consuming real-time optimization [28-32].
This explicit formulation of MPC is often referred to as Explicit MPC (EMPC), a survey
of which can be found in [33]. Recently, Chakrabarty et al. [32] introduced an explicit
form for the NMPC problem for systems with uncertainty based on the sparse grid
approximation method. In this paper the concept of using universal approximators (i.e., a
network that can approximate continuous functions on compact subsets of Rn [34])
suggested by Chakrabarty et al. [32] for creating EMPCs is extended using feed forward
neural networks with sigmoid basis functions that are known to be universal
approximators [35-37].
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This paper is organized as follows. The experimental setup is explained first,
followed by system modeling and issues that arises during modeling. In Section 4, the
details of the control structure are explained. In order to evaluate the proposed method,
the controller design parameters are determined and a systematic way to select process
parameters are described in Section 5. In Section 6, the results of experimental
implementation of the proposed method are presented and the benefits of using the
proposed method instead of the hybrid method proposed in [19] are illustrated.

2. Experimental setup

As seen in Fig. 1, the FEF system has three extruders, enabling the machine to
fabricate functionally-graded parts with up to three different materials. Each extruder
comprises a ram and a plunger that pushes paste through a reservoir and into a mixing
chamber. Each ram is driven by a linear axis, which is actuated by a Kollmorgen
servomotor (N2 Series AKM23D) operating through a Servostar300 amplifier. The
maximum achievable ram velocity is 3.33×10–3 m/s. Attached to the end of each ram is a
load cell (Omega LC-305) with a maximum load rating of 4448 N. The maximum
allowable extrusion force on this system is set to 800 N.
A 1010 PXI chassis with three data acquisition cards and a PXI-8115 controller
card is used for real-time control. A PXI-6602 counter/timer card measures the rams’
motor positions, while a PXI-6025E multifunction card acquires load cell measurements.
In addition, a PXI-6711 analog output card is used for sending the command voltages to
the ram motors’ amplifiers.
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The three extruders are attached to a three-axis gantry system controlled by a
Delta Tau Turbo PMAC card accepting G&M motion codes via PEWIN 32 software. The
Delta Tau card can communicate with the PXI chassis and Labview through analogue
signals measured by the PXI-6025 E card. Using this communication channel, ram
velocity and start and stop commands of each extruder are sent to Labview, and then
control signals are calculated in Labview and sent to the motor amplifiers of the extrusion
axes. The maximum allowable table velocity is 25.4 mm/s.

3. System dynamics

The ram dynamics are

1
K
1
Vr  t    Vr  t   r Vc  t   Ffr  t 

r

r

r

(1)

where τr (s) is the mechanical time constant, Vr (m/s) is the ram velocity, Kc ((m/s)/V) is
the gain, Vc (V) is the control voltage, and Ffr (V) is the nonlinear friction. A study by Li
et al. [16] focused on modeling the extrusion force using first principles. In their study,
the extrusion force dynamics are
Fr  t   G  Fr  Vr  t   Va  t  

where G  Fr 
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2

, Fr (N) is the ram force, Ffp (N) is the

friction force between plunger and the reservoir, Ap (m3) is the plunger cross sectional
area, P0 (Pa) is the initial pressure in the syringe, l0 (m) is the initial effective air layer
thickness, and Va (m/s) is the paste bulk velocity (i.e., the paste steady state ram velocity
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for a given extrusion force), which is a function of paste rheology and nozzle diametere.
The model parameters are found by parameter estimation methods as described in [19]
and Vr and Fr are measurements. Based on previous studies [38], the bulk velocity can be
determined experimentally for each batch of paste and nozzle length and diameter. To do
so, a ram velocity control loop is configured, a set of step ram velocity references in the
range of operation are commanded, and the steady state extrusion forces at each
corresponding ram velocity are recorded. Next, a function relating the steady state ram
velocity to extrusion force is fit to the data and used to describe the paste bulk velocity
Va. In Fig. 2, the steady state data for two types of paste extruded with different nozzle
diameters are shown. A linear model is fit to the data for each case. Case 1 is the data
extracted from the study in [19] where Alumina paste with 45% solids loading is
extruded with a 0.609 diameter (mm) × 6.35 length (mm) nozzle. Case 2 is also for
Alumina; however, the solids loading is 40% and the nozzle length is 25.4 mm. Case 3 is
for a Gypsum based paste by Sheetrock® that is extruded with a 0.609 × 25.4 mm nozzle.
Case 4 is for the same Gypsum paste, but extruded with a 0.609 × 12.7 mm nozz1e. The
slopes, offsets, and goodness of fit for each data set are shown in Table 1. The high
goodness of fit indicates the data is well-modeled by a linear function.
As can be seen in Fig. 2, variations in paste material or nozzle geometry can cause
the steady state relationship between Fr and Vr to change significantly affecting the bulk
velocity function Va. Also, because of paste preparation inconsistencies, the amount of air
bubbles can change from one batch to the other which affects the value of l0.
The Hybrid General Tracking Controller (HGTC) proposed by Deuser et al. [19]
was based on a methodology that, for each batch of paste and every nozzle geometry,
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needed to identify the bulk velocity function and initial amount of air in the reservoir.
However, repeating the identification procedure of these unknown parameters every time
the paste material or nozzle dimension changes is time consuming and wastes paste. In
this work, the effect of variations in G(Fr) and Va on the force dynamics are captured by a
disturbance function, which is estimated online. The function G(Fr) and paste bulk
velocity function, Va, are modeled by
G  Fr   G0  Fr    G  Fr 
Va  t   Va ,0  t    Va  t 

(3)

where G0(Fr) and Va,0 are the nominal functions for G(Fr) and paste bulk velocity
function Va, respectively, and δG(Fr) and δVa are deviations from the nominal functions.
Substituting equation (3) into equation (2), the extrusion force dynamics are
Fr  t   G0  Fr  Vr  t   Va ,0  t    d  t 

(4)

d  t    G 0  Fr   Va  t    G  Fr  Vr  t   Va ,0  t    Va  t  

(5)

where

Next, an adaptive disturbance estimation technique is used to estimate the disturbance
function in real-time [20, 21, 39]. It is now assumed that the function d can be
approximated with a set of basis functions of the ram velocity and extrusion force
T
d  t    w  t   φ  t   k 1

1k

(6)

where w is the vector of coefficients, φ is a vector of known basis functions of measured
variables, which are determined by investigating the nature of the problem, and k is the
total number of basis functions. An estimate of d is
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where ŵ is an estimate of the coefficient vector, w. Assuming an estimate of d is
available, the following observer is designed for the extrusion force
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where Fˆr is an estimate of Fr and Kobs is a positive definite scalar. A stabilizing update
rule that ensures boundedness for the extrusion force estimation error and for the
estimated vector of coefficients, ŵ , is [40]
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where F  t   Fr  t   Fˆr  t  is the ram force estimation error, Γ is the rate of adaptation,
and σ is a robustifing term to ensure the boundedness of ŵ [40]. The parameter Kobs must
be chosen large enough to allow the designer to choose large adaptive gains (Γ) for fast
adaptation, but not too large that high frequency oscillations occur in ŵ .
A common method to choose a proper set of basis functions is to examine the
nature of the problem [21]. In equation (3), assuming the deviations from the nominal
functions can be described by the same structure as the nominal functions, based on
equation (2), δG(Fr) can be described by second order polynomial. Also, since a linear fit
is used for modeling the bulk velocity function, Va, a linear function is used for δVa.
Therefore, considering equation (5), the following vector of basis functions is used
φ  t    Fr 2  t  Vr  t  Fr  t  Vr  t  Vr  t  Fr 3  t  Fr 2  t  Fr  t  1

T

(10)
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where Fr  t  

Fr  t 
V t 
is the normalized extrusion force, Vr  t   r
Fr ,max
Vr ,max  t 

is the

normalized ram velocity, Fr,max (N) is the maximum allowable extrusion force, and Vr,max
(m/s) is the maximum allowable ram velocity. Here, the normalized variables are used, in
order for the elements of ŵ to be in the same order of magnitude. Next, a hierarchical
control structure is proposed to regulate the extrusion force and ram velocity dynamics in
order to systematically perform start/stop on demand, fast air bubble compensation, and
normal extrusion.

4. Control structure

The HMPC controller structure is now described. As mentioned previously, the
fastest way to start and stop extrusion is by controlling the extrusion force. Therefore,
when a start or stop command is detected the emphasis should be completely placed on
force tracking; however, during the extrusion to ensure a specific paste flow, emphasis
should be placed on ram velocity tracking. In addition, if an air bubble release occurs
during extrusion, the emphasis should be placed on extrusion force tracking in order for
the extrusion force to return to its operating value quickly. When the extrusion force
reaches its operating value, the emphasis should be switched back to ram velocity
tracking.
In this section, a hierarchical controller is designed to regulate the extrusion
process. At the higher level, i.e., the supervisory level, an algorithm is designed to detect
the system status (i.e., extrusion start/stop, air bubble release, normal extrusion) and
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manipulate the cost function in the lower level controller in order to place emphasis on
either extrusion force or ram velocity tracking. At the lower level, i.e., the process level,
for each control objective (i.e., cost function configuration), an EMPC is generated based
on a neural network approximation of an NMPC with the corresponding cost function.
In order to setup the process level, the system dynamics are given in a state space
representation. First, the ram velocity error dynamics are
1
 K
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r
r
r
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where Vr  t   Vr  t   Vref  t  is the ram velocity error and Vref (m/s) is the reference
ram velocity. Next, using equation (4), a state space presentation of the system can be
obtained as
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in equation (12), which rejects estimated disturbances.
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4.1. Process level
In this section, an NMPC problem is formulated for the process dynamics that can
reject the effect of estimated disturbances. Next, a neural network approximation is used
to construct an EMPC for real-time implementation in the lower level of the control
structure. Since the system in equation (12) is in control affine form, an NMPC problem
can be formulated with the following cost function
t T f
*

Vc  t   arg min
Vc  



 ΔX  

T

T
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t

subject to:
    f  X     BV    d  
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where X  t   X  t   0 Fref  t   is the modified system state errors, Tf (s) is
the specified prediction horizon, Q = QT > 0 and R = RT > 0 are weighting matrices, and
 is the control signal domain. The matrix Q is modified online in the supervisory level

in order to change the objectives of the process level. Knowing the variable set

 V  t  , F  t  ,V
r

r

ref

 t  , Fref  t  , dˆ  t  , Q  t  , R  ,

a nonlinear constrained optimization

problem can be solved to find the optimum control signal. However, as mentioned before,
one disadvantage of MPC is that it is very computationally expensive and not suitable for
fast varying processes. However, different methods have recently been developed in
order to explicitly approximate the MPC control signal as a function of states without
performing time consuming real-time optimization [28-32]. In this work, the concept of
using universal approximators for generating explicit form of MPC, introduced by
Chakrabarty et al. [32], is used. Here, a feed forward neural network with sigmoid basis
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function is used to approximate the control signal in the typical operating range of FEF
processes. To this end, initially the domain of variations of the states, references,
disturbance, and weights are found based on physical limitations and experiments, and an
equidistance multidimensional grid of states and other parameters is formed in that
domain. Next, the constrained nonlinear optimization problem in equation (13) is solved
at every point on the grid and saved to memory. Next, a feed forward neural network with
Sigmoid basis function is constructed and trained with the grid points as the inputs and
the solution of the NMPC problem at every point as the output. This neural network is
then placed in the lower level of the control structure and used for real-time
implementation.

4.2. Supervisory level
Manufacturing parts with complex geometries or intricate features using
extrusion, typically requires many starts and stops. To decrease the time required for
starting and stopping extrusion, as suggested in [10], extrusion force control can be used.
Once the extrusion force reaches the reference value, in order to obtain a consistent paste
flow rate, the ram velocity should be regulated at the reference ram velocity.
Sometimes during extrusion, large drops in the extrusion force are noticed that are
caused by the release of large air bubbles that have been trapped in the paste during the
preparation process [7, 10]. Air bubble release can cause a void in the printed part [10].
To minimize the effect of air bubble release, the extrusion force should be returned to the
reference value as quickly as possible. When an excessive drop in extrusion force is
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detected, the control system should change control objectives from ram velocity tracking
to extrusion force tracking and drive the extrusion force back to the reference value.
In order to achieve objective changes during the process, the supervisory level
manipulates the cost function in the controller at the process level. To this end first Q is

0 
 qV  t 
designed as Q  t   
 , where qΔV, and qΔF are weights on the ram
qF  t  
 0
velocity error, and extrusion force error, respectively, and qΔV is a function of qΔF
 q F  t 
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results in qΔV(t) = 0, and finding a value of qF
resulting in the best extrusion force
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tracking in the operating range, while qV
is selected by setting qΔF(t) = 0 and finding

max
the largest value for qV
that results in a stable ram velocity tracking. Next, qΔF is

calculated using a hysteresis function
 qmax
F

qF  t   
0

qF  t  dt 

Fr  t   Fouter
Fr  t   Finner

(15)

otherwise

where dt (s) is the time step, ΔFinner (N) is the extrusion force error inner bound and is
equal to the measurement resolution, and ΔFouter (N) is the extrusion force error outer
bound and is the amount of allowable force error during ram velocity tracking.
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In Fig. 3, the hysteresis function in equation (15) is illustrated during start and
stop commands. At point ①, the system is at rest and, since |ΔFr(t)| ≤ ΔFinner at this
point, qΔF (t) = 0, which means full emphasis is on ram velocity tracking (Vref(t) = 0). At
point ②, an extrusion start is requested and instantly Fref changes to 400 N (i.e., the
extrusion force for this example). At this point |ΔFr(t)| ≥ ΔFouter and, as a result, qΔF
max
switches to qF
; hence, full emphasis is on extrusion force tracking. While |ΔFr(t)| ≥

ΔFinner, extrusion force tracking is emphasized (indicated by area ③) until |ΔFr(t)| ≤
ΔFinner (i.e., point ④). This results in the controller switching to full emphasis on ram
velocity control. This continues throughout area ⑤, even though there are variations in
the extrusion force. At point ⑥, a stop command is detected since |ΔFr(t)| ≥ ΔFouter and,
therefore, extrusion force control is emphasized until point ⑦, from which point the
emphasis is switched to ram velocity control. The values of qΔF for all the points and
areas are shown in Fig. 3-b.

5. Determining design and process parameters

In this section the controller design parameters are determined experimentally.
Also, the process parameters required to print successful parts are determined. In order to
identify the parameter values for the disturbance estimator, the guidelines in [41] are
adopted. Starting with a small value for Kobs, the largest value for Γ is found that does not
cause unstable estimations. If no value for Γ was found Kobs, is increased and the process
is repeated until a right combination is found. Next, for every value of Γ, the minimum
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value for σ is found such that low amounts of oscillations in the estimated force are
observed while not too small that causes unstable estimation. A proper combination of
these parameters for this application was found to be Kobs = 100, σ = 0.1, and Γ = 1×104
eye(7). Next, domains of operation for the states are defined. Based on the mentioned
limits on maximum ram velocity and extrusion force, the operational domain for ram
velocity and extrusion force are Vr(t)  [-3.30, 3.30] ×10–3 (m/s) and Fr(t)  [0,1000] (N)
respectively.
Next, in order to evaluate the domain of variations for d̂ , a square ram velocity
reference with a frequency of 0.1 (Hz), maximum of 3.28 (mm/s) and minimum of -3.30
(mm/s) are commanded to the system in order to excite the extrusion force dynamics with
the fastest ram motion possible. Since in this motion the negative velocity is larger than
the positive velocity, after every cycle, the ram position at the lowest position after each
cycle stays higher than the previous cycle. As a result the maximum force applied to the
plunger will decrease after each cycle and therefore, the variation of d̂ can be analyzed at
all the possible force values. Since based on equation (4), the value of d̂ depends on the
deviation of the dynamics from the nominal dynamics of the system. Deviation from the
nominal model was created in the system by changing the nozzle and by injecting
different amounts of air into the paste intentionally. It was found that the largest values of
d̂ was generated when the nozzle was clogged and large amounts of air were injected

into the paste. In Fig. 4, two cases of pastes investigated are shown; one with very small
amount of air in paste and one with a very large amount of air injected into the paste
intentionally (i.e., approximately 10 ml air for 30 ml paste which is a ratio of 33%). It can
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be seen that as the amount of air increases variations of d̂ increases. However, even in
the case with a large amount of air in the paste, dˆ  t    25000,10000  (N/s). Therefore,
this boundary is selected as the domain of variations for d̂ . It should be noted that if
during implementation it was found that the selected domains of operation for any of the
variables were not large enough, the training process could be repeated with the modified
operational domain.
Next, the cost function’s weights were determined experimentally. Setting R = 1
and qΔF(t) = 0, qV  t   qmax
(i.e., large emphasis on ram velocity control), different
V
max
values of qV
were tested and the optimum values resulting in the best ram velocity

tracking where found to be qmVax  2  106 . The same process was repeated for large
emphasis on force control i.e., qF  t   qmax
and qΔV(t) = 0. The optimum value was
F
found to be qmax
F  10 .
In order to implement the NMPC algorithm in real-time, an explicit form of
NMPC is needed. Therefore, setting R = 1, for each possible value of Q, the domain of
operation for all of the variables in the optimization (ΔVr(t), Fr(t), Vref(t), Fref(t), dˆ  t  )
was determined and an equidistance grid of these variables was generated. Next, the
NMPC problem from equation (13) was solved with ten steps ahead prediction horizon
and five steps control horizon (selected based on the processor speed limitations), for all
the grid points using the “fmincon” function in Matlab. Next, a feed forward neural
network with one hidden layer, and “Sigmoid” basis functions was generated to
approximate the solutions of the NMPC problem. For this problem, 20 neurons were
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found to be enough in approximating the signal. In Fig. 5, results of the neural network
approximation versus the actual NMPC control signal evaluated at all the points in the
generated grid, is shown. It can be seen that for full emphasis on ram velocity the
maximum approximation error is approximately 0.02 (V) while for the case of full
emphasis on force control this value is approximately 1.5 (V). However, as can be seen
from Fig. 6, after implementing the EMPC with full emphasis on force the steady state
error in force tracking was found to be approximately one sensor resolution in all the
desired range of operation.
The parameters in the higher level are determined next. In this work, ΔFlow = 7 N,
which is the force measurement resolution, and ΔFhigh = 50 N which is the amount of
allowable force deviation from the reference extrusion force before an air bubble release
is detected.
After finding the parameters in the HMPC control structure, a set of process
parameters need to be found for the printing process. To this end, a set of experiments are
performed in which dash lines were printed with different nozzle diameters and a range
of ram velocities and table feed rates. For every nozzle, an acceptable ram velocity is
defined by a ram velocity that results in a steady state extrusion force less than 800 N. In
order to find the extrusion force for every ram velocity, the paste is extruded with that
ram velocity for a period of time until the paste starts extruding out of the nozzle and the
extrusion force settles on a steady state value. This process should be performed
whenever the paste or the nozzle type is changed. Three different nozzle diameters were
considered here (i.e., 0.303, 0.406, and 0.609 mm). For each nozzle the maximum ram
velocity was found, and a number of extrusion velocities in the allowable range was
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defined. For every ram velocity the velocity of the paste at the nozzle outlet (called
nazzle velocity here) is calculated by

Vn 

rpVr
rn
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(16)

where rn mm is the radius of the nozzle, rp mm is the radius of the plunger, and Vn (mm/s)
is the nozzle velocity. For every Vn, a number of table feed rates were defined from zero
to 25.4 mm/s which is the maximum allowable table feed rate. Next, for every nozzle and
ram velocity a number of dash lines each with a different table feed rate was printed and
each experiment was repeated three times. After this, using imagej software the thickness
of the dash lines were measured in multiple points along the printed line. Fig. 7, shows a
sample of the printed lines for the 0.609 mm nozzle and ram velocity of 0.01 mm/s. Fig.
8, shows the line thickness normalized by nozzle diameter, with three standard deviation
lines, versus the table feed rate normalized by nozzle velocity. From these experiments it
was concluded that generally, whenever the table velocity is in the range of (0.7-1.1)×Vn,
the printed line thickness is approximately equal to the nozzle thickness which is
normally the desired thickness during a print process. Therefore, for every nozzle it is
desired for the ram velocity to be limited such that its corresponding nozzle velocity is
less that the maximum table feed rate (i.e., Vn < 25.4 mm/s) in order to make it possible to
print at table feed rates of (0.7-1.1)×Vn.
The extrusion start process as explained in [19] involves a dwell time in which the
gantry waits for the paste to start extruding before moving. The dwell time that gives the
best start and stop needs to be found every time the process parameters or the paste,
change.
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6. Results and discussion

The performance of the proposed controller is evaluated experimentally in this
section. The HMPC is implemented in real-time using Labview, and a set of dash line
extrusion tasks with several starts and stops are requested from the system. In order to
investigate the advantages of the HMPC method, the HGTC proposed in [19] was also
implemented in Labview. Two batches of paste were considered for extrusion using
0.609 mm diameter nozzles with HGTC and HMPC; a paste based on Gypsum by
Sheetrock® (called Gypsum paste here) and an Alumina paste with 60% solids loading
(called Alumina paste here). The ram velocity was fixed at 0.01 mm/s for both pastes. For
printing Gypsum a 12.7 mm length was used, and for Alumina a 6.35 mm length nozzle
was used. As a result the extrusion force for Gypsum at 0.01 mm/s ram velocity was
found to be 190 N and for Alumina 585 N. The dwell time for Gypsum was found to be
70 ms and for Alumina 200 ms. In order for the line thickness to be approximately equal
to the nozzle diameter a table federate of 0.72Vn (i.e., 16.9 mm/s) was used here for all
the experiments.
First, HGTC was tuned for extruding Gypsum. For tuning HGTC, a relationship
for bulk velocity and the initial air layer thickness were determined by a process
described in [19]. As can be seen from Table 1, the bulk velocity relationship for printing
Gypsum using a 12.7 mm length nozzle was found to be Va(t) = 10-6(0.0913Fr(t) –
12.860). In addition, the initial air layer thickness for this paste was found to be 1 mm.
Next, the poles for ram velocity control and extrusion force control are found to
achieving the best possible tracking in both cases. After this a switching time for
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switching from extrusion force control to ram velocity control, is found such that it
allows the extrusion force to reach the reference value and switch to ram velocity control
after that point. Three dash lines were printed and the thickness of the lines were
measured in the printing direction at 12 points. The results of extrusion using HGTC
were then compared to the ones from HMPC. Fig. 9-a and b show the extrusion force,
ram velocity and the control signal during the extrusion of one dash line with Gypsum
using HMPC and HGTC respectively. In Fig. 9, the state of qΔF is shown by High (i.e.,
qΔF = q max
F ) and Low (i.e., qΔF = 0) status. Also, the thicknesses of the printed dash lines
as well as the measure thicknesses can be seen in Fig. 10-a and b, and Fig. 11
respectively. As can be seen, a thickness of 0.6-0.7 mm was achieved for both cases.
Next, HMPC and the HGTC tuned for Gypsum were used for extruding Alumina
using a 6.35 mm long nozzle. It can be seen from Fig. 9-d that the extrusion force when
using HGTC that is not tuned for Alumina, overshoots by approximately 150 N and since
the switching time is 0.5 s the controller does not have enough time to reach the steady
extrusion force and the printing process results in inconsistent dash line thickness, as
shown in Fig. 10-d and Fig. 11. Also, as can be seen in Fig. 9-e, increasing the switching
time to 1 seconds will only reveal the oscillatory behavior of the untuned force controller
which results in a more inconsistent line thickness as shown in Fig. 10-e and Fig. 11.
These experiments show an extreme case of paste variation, which reveals the necessity
of tuning the HGTC in these cases and robustness of the HMPC to paste variations. In
order to retune HGTC for Alumina all the above mentioned experiments need to be
repeated, which is time consuming and results in a substantial amount of wasted paste.
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7. Summary and conclusions

In this paper a hierarchical control structure was proposed incorporating an
EMPC in the process level with disturbance rejection capabilities and a hysteresis
switching algorithm in the supervisory level for providing systematic control objective
changes during a paste extrusion process.
In the process level, the variations in process dynamics due to paste material and
nozzle geometry changes are considered as a disturbance to the nominal dynamics. The
disturbance function is estimated in real-time, using an adaptive estimator, and fed into a
neural network based explicit approximation of an NMPC along with the states, state
references and the cost function weights. In the supervisory level, depending on the
system status (i.e., extrusion start/stop, air bubble release, normal extrusion), the cost
function weights are updated and fed into the process level.
Performance of the proposed controller was investigated through extrusion of
different paste materials and variations in nozzle length. It was shown that the proposed
controller always results in a consistent extrusion line thickness regardless of the system
variations.
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Fig. 1. FEF experimental system.

Table 1
Steady state relationship between extrusion force and ram velocity for various pastes and
nozzle lengths, and a 0.609 mm nozzle diameter.
Case

Paste

Slope
((μm/s)/N)

Offset
(μm/s)

Goodness
of fit

Alumina

Nozzle
length
(mm)
6.35

1

0.0433

-12.5

0.963

2

Alumina

25.4

0.0691

-10.3

0.977

3

Gypsum

25.4

0.0535

-10.1

0.918

4

Gypsum

12.7

0.0914

-12.9

0.982
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Fig. 2. Steady state ram velocity versus steady state extrusion force (Marker points
denote experimental data and continuous lines denote the model).

Fig. 3. Illustration of hysteresis switching function for qF.
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Fig. 7. Dash lines printed with 0.609 mm diameter nozzle and ram velocity of 0.01 mm/s
and variable table feed rates.
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Fig. 10. Printed dash lines a) Gypsum using HMPC, b) Gypsum using HGTC tuned for
printing Gypsum, c) Alumina using HMPC, d) Alumina using HGTC tuned for printing
Gypsum, e) Alumina using HGTC tuned for printing Gypsum with switching time
increased.
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SECTION
2. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the use of hierarchical control structures for controlling complex
systems with changing objectives was investigated. The results of which, are published in
three papers that comprise this dissertation and are presented in the sections titled “Paper
I”, “Paper II”, and “Paper III”. The hierarchical structure proposed in this study is
comprised by a supervisory level (i.e., a decision making stage responsible for changing
control objectives) and a process level (i.e., a local controller capable of controlling a
system with different objectives). In the first two parts of this study only the process level
controller was considered. A hierarchical controller called Hierarchical Optimal Control
was introduced with the capability of controlling a motion system and a micro milling
process with different objectives (e.g., force control versus position control). Multiple
tests showed the performance of the controller with respect to changing objectives in two
different applications in manufacturing. In the third section, a hierarchical controller was
introduced (called Hierarchical Model Predictive Controller) that was comprised of a
process level controller based on Nonlinear Model Predictive Controller and a
supervisory level for automated control objective changes during a Freeze-form
Extrusion Fabrication process.
In the first paper, the problem of tracking complex contours in motion systems
was considered. In tracking a contour, when the axial error regulation cannot be
improved, sometimes, reducing the contour error (i.e., the closest distance from actual
point to the desired contour) is possible, which can be beneficial in improving the
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tolerance of the machined part in an end milling process. In section “Paper I”, the
Hierarchical Optimal Control method was developed that provided a platform for
changing the control objective from axial tracking to contour tracking and back, while
tracking a desired path. The process dynamics in this system was analyzed in two levels.
The contour error was considered in a higher level and the axial error dynamics were
considered in a lower level. A relationship, called the aggregation relationship, between
the contour error and the axial errors was derived. This relationship was then used to
simplify an optimal control problem with a cost function including the cost from both
axial and contour errors, from a nonlinear optimal control problem into a linear one.
The proposed controller was implemented in Simulink and was used to control a
table top CNC machine. To show the performance of the controller in response to control
objective changes, a set of experiments were performed in which the emphasis of the
controller’s objective was changed from axial tracking to contour tracking by changing
the value of axial error weight versus the contour error weight in the cost function of the
optimal control problem. The experiments showed that when the axial errors could not be
reduced (e.g., when the control signal is saturated), placing more emphasis on contour
regulation could reduce the contour error. However at steady state, since the axial errors
were within 2 encoder resolutions (i.e., 0.1 µm), changing the emphasis on contour error
would not affect the contour error.
In the second part of this study (i.e., section “Paper II”), the Hierarchical Optimal
Control structure was extended to be used for force/position control of an end milling
process. Like the previous part, the process in this part was analyzed in two levels. In the
higher level, error between the maximum cutting force per each spindle revolution and
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the reference maximum cutting force was considered, and in the lower level, the axial
position errors were considered. In order to aggregate the maximum cutting force error
from the higher level into the lower level, a mechanistic model of the cutting force was
developed and, after linearization, a linear relationship (i.e., called aggregation
relationship) was found between the maximum cutting force error and axial errors. An
optimal controller was then developed with a cost including the maximum cutting force
and the axial position errors. Using the aggregation relationship the optimal controller
with a nonlinear cost was simplified into a linear problem. Also, in order to change the
controller objective the weight on maximum cutting force and the axial position error are
changed.
The controller performance was evaluated through simulation studies for cutting a
diamond contour using an end milling process. In order to investigate how changing the
weights on the maximum cutting force error versus position error (i.e., the emphasis of
the control objective on each) affects the controller performance, multiple cases were
defined where the ratio of maximum cutting force error’s weight over the position error’s
weight would increase. It was found that increasing this ratio would result in a decrease
in the cutting force error without sacrificing the contour error.
In order to show the effectiveness of the proposed method a normal optimal
controller was also implemented with no consideration of cutting force in the higher level
by setting the weight on the higher level to zero. Multiple simulation tests were
performed with the normal optimal controller where the weight on axial tracking was
increased to improve the axial tracking performance. Comparing the resulting contour
error for both methods, it was found that as the emphasis on the tracking error was
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increased in both methods, the contour error would decrease and at the maximum
emphasis on axial tracking for both methods, the contour error would reach the same
magnitude. However, comparing the maximum cutting forces revealed that at the
maximum emphasis on axial tracking the proposed method results in a lot smaller force
error compared to the normal optimal control method. Therefore, it was found out that
including the aggregated maximum cutting force in the formulation would always result
in less cutting force without sacrificing the contour tracking performance.
In the third part of this study, using a hierarchical control structure for
force/velocity control in ram based extrusion of ceramic pastes was investigated. The
control design requirement for this system was to be able to change the control objective
(i.e., emphasis on extrusion force or ram velocity tracking) based on the system status
(i.e., start/stop extrusion, air bubble release, extrusion force at steady condition). The
proposed hierarchical control structure for this system comprised a supervisory level (i.e.,
responsible for detecting the system status) as well as a process level (i.e., responsible for
generating a control signal based on the current system objective). In the process level a
Nonlinear Model Predictive Controller (NMPC) was formulated with a cost function
including the effect of extrusion force tracking error as well as ram velocity tracking
error. Since the extrusion force dynamics in this system had significant variations due to
paste material and nozzle geometry changes, for the control design, a nominal extrusion
force model was used that included an additive disturbance function representing the
variations in the nominal model. An adaptive estimation algorithm was implemented to
estimate the disturbance function in real time.
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In order to be able to implement the NMPC in real time, an explicit form of the
NMPC was developed through neural network approximation. The inputs to this explicit
form are the weights of the state errors, which are determined by the supervisory level,
the extrusion force, the ram velocity, their reference values, and the value of the
disturbance function, which is calculated in real time by the disturbance estimator and the
output is the approximated control signal.
In the supervisory level, an algorithm for detecting the system status (i.e.,
start/stop extrusion, air bubble release, extrusion force at steady condition) was
developed based on a hysteresis switching function and the emphasis of the controller
was changed through adjustments to the states’ weights in the process level cost function.
The performance of the total control structure was investigated experimentally through
extrusion of multiple dash lines that involved several starts and stops during extrusion.
When compared to previous methods for controlling the extrusion system, it was revealed
that the proposed controller always results in a consistent line thickness regardless of the
paste material.
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